TRADING AWAY OUR RIGHTS
Women working in global supply chains
Summary

‘As a casual worker, I do not get a bonus, or paid holiday or severance pay. I am looking for a place to stay so that I can collect all my children to stay with me. To be a mother with my chickens under my wings.’

Ragel, picking fruit in South Africa for export to UK supermarkets

‘We have to do overtime until midnight to earn a decent income. I am afraid of having children because I wouldn’t be able to feed them.’

Nong, 26, sewing underwear for Victoria’s Secret in Thailand

‘We don’t have the right to be sick. One day when I was not well and I took a doctor’s note to my employer, he gave me a written warning.’

Zakia, 36, sewing garments for Spain’s El Corte Inglés in Morocco

Globalisation has drawn millions of women into paid employment across the developing world. Today, supermarkets and clothing stores source the products that they sell from farms and factories worldwide. At the end of their supply chains, the majority of workers – picking and packing fruit, sewing garments, cutting flowers – are women. Their work is fuelling valuable national export growth. And their jobs could be providing the income, security, and support needed to lift them and their families out of poverty. Instead, women workers are systematically being denied their fair share of the benefits brought by globalisation.

Commonly hired on short-term contracts – or with no contract at all – women are working at high speed for low wages in unhealthy conditions. They are forced to put in long hours to earn enough to get by. Most have no sick leave or maternity leave, few are enrolled in health or unemployment schemes, and fewer still have savings for the future. Instead of supporting long-term development, trade is reinforcing insecurity and vulnerability for millions of women workers.

The harsh reality faced by women workers highlights one of the glaring failures of the current model of globalisation. Over the past 20 years, the legal rights of powerful corporate entities have been dramatically deepened and extended. Through the World Trade Organization and regional and bilateral trade agreements, corporations now enjoy global protection for newly introduced rights. As investors, the same companies are legally protected against a wide range of governments’ actions. Workers’ rights have moved in the opposite direction. And it is no coincidence that the rise of the ‘flexible’ worker has been accompanied by the rise of the female, often migrant, worker.

The result is that corporate rights are becoming ever stronger, while poor people’s rights and protections at work are being weakened, and women are paying the social costs.

Exploiting the circumstances of vulnerable people – whether intentionally or not – is at the heart of many employment strategies in global supply chains. Of course vulnerable
social groups desperately need employment as a means of escaping poverty and inequality. But it is no escape at all if the way that they are employed turns their vulnerability into an opportunity for employers to pay them less, work them harder and longer, and avoid paying their rightful benefits.

The result is a gradual but fundamental shift in who will gain from trade under the current model of globalisation. The benefits of flexibility for companies at the top of global supply chains have come at the cost of precarious employment for those at the bottom. If this is to be the future of export-oriented employment, trade will fall far short of its potential for poverty reduction and gender equality.

Oxfam’s research with partners in 12 countries involved interviews with hundreds of women workers and many farm and factory managers, supply chain agents, retail and brand company staff, unions and government officials. It has revealed how retailers (supermarkets and department stores) and clothing brands are using their power in supply chains systematically to push many costs and risks of business on to producers, who in turn pass them on to working women. Chapter 1 sets out the impacts of this trend on women workers and their families:

- In Chile, 75 per cent of women in the agricultural sector are hired on temporary contracts picking fruit, and put in more than 60 hours a week during the season. But one in three still earns below the minimum wage.
- Fewer than half of the women employed in Bangladesh’s textile and garment export sector have a contract, and the vast majority get no maternity or health coverage – but 80 per cent fear dismissal if they complain.
- In China’s Guangdong province, one of the world’s fastest growing industrial areas, young women face 150 hours of overtime each month in the garment factories – but 60 per cent have no written contract and 90 per cent have no access to social insurance.

The impacts of such precarious employment go far beyond the workplace. Most women are still expected to raise children and care for sick and elderly relatives when they become cash-earners. They are doubly burdened, and, with little support from their governments or employers to cope with it, the stress can destroy their own health, break up their families, and undermine their children’s chances of a better future.

The result: the very workers who are the backbone of wealth creation in many developing countries are being robbed of their share of the gains that trade could bring.

The impacts are felt by workers in both rich and poor countries. Women and migrants from poor communities in rich countries – such as US and Canadian agricultural workers and UK and Australian home-based workers – likewise face precarious terms of employment in trade-competing sectors. The pressure of competition from low-cost imports is clearly one reason, but so too is the pressure inherent in being employed at the end of a major company’s global supply chain, whether it is sourcing overseas or domestically.
One cause of such precarious conditions is the new business model that has emerged under globalisation, described in chapter 2. Retail and brand companies have positioned themselves as powerful gatekeepers between the world’s consumers and producers. Their global supply chains stretch from the supermarket shelves and clothes rails in the world’s major shopping centres to the fruit and vegetable farms of Latin America and Africa and the garment factories of South Asia and China. Wal-Mart, the world’s biggest retailer, has driven this model, buying products from 65,000 suppliers worldwide and selling to over 138 million consumers every week through its 1,300 stores in 10 countries.

Globalisation has hugely strengthened the negotiating hand of retailers and brand companies. New technologies, trade liberalisation, and capital mobility have dramatically opened up the number of countries and producers from which they can source their products, creating a growing number of producers vying for a place in their supply chains. At the same time, international mergers and acquisitions and aggressive pricing strategies have concentrated market power in the hands of a few major retailers, now building international empires. These companies have tremendous power in their negotiations with producers and they use that power to push the costs and risks of business down the supply chain. Their business model, focused on maximising returns for shareholders, demands increasing flexibility through ‘just-in-time’ delivery, but tighter control over inputs and standards, and ever-lower prices.

Under such pressures, factory and farm managers typically pass on the costs and risks to the weakest links in the chain: the workers they employ. For many producers, their labour strategy is simple: make it flexible and make it cheap. Faced with fluctuating orders and falling prices, they hire workers on short-term contracts, set excessive targets, and sub-contract to sub-standard, unseen producers. Pressured to meet tight turnaround times, they demand that workers put in long hours to meet shipping deadlines. And to minimise resistance, they hire workers who are less likely to join trade unions (young women, often migrants and immigrants) and they intimidate or sack those who do stand up for their rights.

Governments should be strengthening protection for workers in the face of these intense commercial pressures. Instead many have traded away workers’ rights, in law or in practice. Under pressure from local and foreign investors and from IMF and World Bank loan conditions, they have too often allowed labour standards to be defined by the demands of supply chain flexibility: easier hiring and firing, more short-term contracts, fewer benefits, and longer periods of overtime. It brings a short-term advantage for trade, but at the risk of a long-term cost to society.

In Chile’s fruit packhouses, one third of workers earn only the minimum wage or less.
Supply chain pressures create precarious employment

Shareholder pressure for high returns → Consumer expectations of low prices →

Retailers and brand owners offload costs and risks down the supply chain

Retailers and brand owners push for:
- lower prices from producers
- fast and flexible production
- high technical and quality standards
- better labour conditions but without a long-term commitment

Mid-chain suppliers seek low-cost producers

Producers – farms and factories pass the pressures on to workers

Producers, as employers:
- hire women and migrants
- use short-term contracts and evade benefits
- put workers under excessive pressure
- undermine organising
- hide labour rights violations

Sub-contractors

Precariously employed workers, mostly women and migrants, are:
- insecure on contracts with few benefits
- exhausted by long hours and high targets
- undermined in organising for their rights
Companies increasingly hold up their ‘codes of conduct’ to assure the public that they care about labour standards down the chain. But their farm and factory audits still focus on documenting the labour problems that exist, without asking why those problems persist. Many factors can contribute – from poor management to weak national legislation. But one root cause, long overlooked, is the pressures of retailers’ and brand companies’ own supply-chain purchasing practices, undermining the very labour standards that they claim to support.

Anyone appalled by ‘sweat shop’ conditions in garment factories should be asking: who turned up the heat? The pressure on workers starts far from the factory floor – coming down the supply chain through retailers’ and brands’ strategies, as described in chapter 3. Their demands for ‘just-in-time’ delivery have typically cut production times by 30 per cent in five years – coupled with smaller, less predictable orders and high airfreight costs for missed deadlines. Moroccan factories producing for Spain’s major department store, El Corte Inglés, must turn orders round in less than seven days. ‘The shops always need to be full of new designs,’ said one production planning manager, ‘We pull out all the stops to meet the deadline ... Our image is on the line.’ But the image they hide is of young women working up to 16 hours a day to meet those deadlines, underpaid by 40 per cent for their long overtime working. ‘There’s a girl who’s seven months pregnant working ten hours a day,’ said one garment worker, ‘and as she has to make a lot of pieces per hour the employer doesn’t let her go to the toilet. It’s sheer torture for her, but she can’t afford to lose her job.’

Across countries, falling prices (for many garment producers, by 30 per cent over three years) increase the pressure to cut costs; sub-contracting to workshops with far worse conditions is a popular but hidden solution. And when buyers make no promise of future orders, their calls to improve labour standards ring hollow. No wonder that many managers falsify records and intimidate workers to answer questions ‘correctly’.

The fresh produce industry – fruit, vegetables, and flowers – is inherently risky, but supermarkets’ tough negotiations can increase that gamble. As chapter 4 shows, farmers across the world are made to carry the costs and risks when supermarkets set prices long after the produce has been shipped, when they demand exclusive relationships but then drop the order, and when they run cut-price promotions to achieve their own sales targets. ‘The only ham left in the sandwich is our labour costs,’ said one South African apple farmer exporting to the UK’s biggest supermarket, Tesco. ‘If they squeeze us, it’s the only place where we can squeeze’. Little wonder that farmers like him are increasingly hiring women on temporary contracts to work 11 hours a day in the fields for poverty wages, with no sick leave, no maternity leave, and no income security.
Time to make trade fair

As part of Oxfam’s campaign to Make Trade Fair, we are joining partner organisations worldwide to demand that women working in the supply chains of some of the world’s most powerful companies get their fair share of the gains from trade. Their experiences and struggles are at the heart of this report and our international campaigning. Together we are calling for:

- Companies – retailers and brands – to make respect for labour rights integral to their supply-chain business strategies, especially by addressing the impacts of their own sourcing and purchasing practices on the way that producers hire and treat their workers
- Producers and suppliers worldwide to provide decent jobs for their employees, including respect for workers’ right to join trade unions and bargain collectively, and eliminating discrimination against women workers
- National governments, South and North, to stop trading away workers’ rights in law and in practice, and to enforce international labour standards in order to promote decent employment for poverty reduction, gender equality, and development
- The IMF and World Bank to promote workers’ rights throughout their operations as a fundamental tool for poverty reduction and greater gender equality
- Institutional investors – shareholders and pension funds – to use their power in investment markets to promote supply-chain practices that respect international labour standards
- Consumers to insist that retailers and brands ensure that their sourcing and purchasing practices support, rather than undermine, workers’ rights
Globalisation and trade have drawn millions of women in developing countries into paid work. Their labour is contributing to rising global prosperity and to the profits of some of the world’s most powerful companies. But women workers are systematically being denied their fair share of the benefits from their labour. Failure to address this injustice will perpetuate a model of globalisation that is failing poor people.

This report reveals the double standards at the heart of the corporate practices that are emerging under globalisation. Companies’ demands for faster, more flexible, and cheaper production in their supply chains are undermining the very labour standards that they claim to be promoting. Women workers – and their families – pay the price. Many face insecure contracts, intense production pressure, and intimidation in the workplace. Governments, competing to attract investment and boost exports, have too often exacerbated the problem. Instead of strengthening protection for labour rights, they have simply traded them away.

Oxfam and partner organisations around the world are campaigning to end these double standards and to make trade work for women workers.

Copies of the full report and summary and more information on Oxfam’s Make Trade Fair campaign are available at www.maketradefair.com

A print version of the report can be purchased from Oxfam’s distributor BEBC, PO Box 1496, Parkstone, Dorset BH12 3YD, tel: +44 (0) 1202 712933; fax: +44 (0) 1202 712930; email: oxfam@bebc.co.uk

Oxfam international is a confederation of twelve development agencies which work in 120 countries throughout the developing world:
Oxfam America, Oxfam-in-Belgium, Oxfam Canada, Oxfam Community Aid Abroad (Australia), Oxfam GB, Oxfam Hong Kong, Intermón Oxfam (Spain), Oxfam Ireland, Novib Oxfam Netherlands, Oxfam New Zealand, Oxfam Quebec, and Oxfam Germany.
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social groups desperately need employment as a means of escaping poverty and inequality. But it is no escape at all if the way that they are employed turns their vulnerability into an opportunity for employers to pay them less, work them harder and longer, and avoid paying their rightful benefits.

The result is a gradual but fundamental shift in who will gain from trade under the current model of globalisation. The benefits of flexibility for companies at the top of global supply chains have come at the cost of precarious employment for those at the bottom. If this is to be the future of export-oriented employment, trade will fall far short of its potential for poverty reduction and gender equality.

Oxfam's research with partners in 12 countries involved interviews with hundreds of women workers and many farm and factory managers, supply chain agents, retail and brand company staff, unions and government officials. It has revealed how retailers (supermarkets and department stores) and clothing brands are using their power in supply chains systematically to push many costs and risks of business on to producers, who in turn pass them on to working women. Chapter 1 sets out the impacts of this trend on women workers and their families:

- In Chile, 75 per cent of women in the agricultural sector are hired on temporary contracts picking fruit, and put in more than 60 hours a week during the season. But one in three still earns below the minimum wage.
- Fewer than half of the women employed in Bangladesh's textile and garment export sector have a contract, and the vast majority get no maternity or health coverage – but 80 per cent fear dismissal if they complain.
- In China's Guangdong province, one of the world's fastest growing industrial areas, young women face 150 hours of overtime each month in the garment factories – but 60 per cent have no written contract and 90 per cent have no access to social insurance.

The impacts of such precarious employment go far beyond the workplace. Most women are still expected to raise children and care for sick and elderly relatives when they become cash-earners. They are faced with the double burden of supporting long-term development, trade is reinforcing insecurity and vulnerability for millions of women workers.

Commonly hired on short-term contracts – or with no contract at all – women are working at high speed for low wages in unhealthy conditions. They are forced to put in long hours to earn enough to get by. Most have no sick leave or maternity leave, few are enrolled in health or unemployment schemes, and fewer still have savings for the future. Instead of supporting long-term development, trade is reinforcing insecurity and vulnerability for millions of women workers.

The harsh reality faced by women workers highlights one of the glaring failures of the current model of globalisation. Over the past 20 years, the legal rights of powerful corporate entities have been dramatically deepened and extended. Through the World Trade Organization and regional and bilateral trade agreements, corporations now enjoy global protection for many newly introduced rights. As investors, the same companies are legally protected against a wide range of governments' actions. Workers' rights have moved in the opposite direction. And it is no coincidence that the rise of the 'flexible' worker has been accompanied by the rise of the female, often migrant, worker.

The result is that corporate rights are becoming ever stronger, while poor people's rights and protections at work are being weakened, and women are paying the social costs.

Exploiting the circumstances of vulnerable people – whether intentionally or not – is at the heart of many employment strategies in global supply chains. Of course vulnerable women are also employers, and, of course, are paid more than many men, but the result is the same. Poor people are locked in a cycle of poverty and dependence that is self-reinforcing and self-perpetuating.
Companies increasingly hold up their ‘codes of conduct’ to assure the public that they care about labour standards down the chain. But their farm and factory audits still focus on documenting the labour problems that exist, without asking why those problems persist. Many factors can contribute – from poor management to weak national legislation. But one root cause, long overlooked, is the pressures of retailers’ and brand companies’ own supply-chain purchasing practices, undermining the very labour standards that they claim to support.

Anyone appalled by ‘sweat shop’ conditions in garment factories should be asking: who turned up the heat? The pressure on workers starts far from the factory floor – coming down the supply chain through ... eight hours a day, working up to 16 hours a day to meet those deadlines, underpaid by 40 per cent for their long overtime working.

The image they hide is of young women working up to 16 hours a day to meet those deadlines, underpaid by 40 per cent for their long overtime working. ‘There’s a girl who’s seven months pregnant working ten hours a day, and as she has to make a lot of pieces per hour the employer doesn’t let her go to the toilet. It’s sheer torture for her, but she can’t afford to lose her job.’

Across countries, falling prices (for many garment producers, by 30 per cent over three years) increase the pressure to cut costs; sub-contracting to workshops with far worse conditions is a popular but hidden solution. ‘The shops always need to be full of new designs,’ said one production planning manager. ‘We pull out all the stops to meet the deadline... Our image is on the line.’ But the image they hide is of young women working up to 16 hours a day to meet those deadlines, underpaid by 40 per cent for their long overtime working. ‘There’s a girl who’s seven months pregnant working ten hours a day,’ said one garment worker, ‘and as she has to make a lot of pieces per hour the employer doesn’t let her go to the toilet. It’s sheer torture for her, but she can’t afford to lose her job.’

Governments should be strengthening protection for workers in the face of these intense commercial pressures. Instead many have traded away workers’ rights, in law or in practice. Under pressure from local and foreign investors and from IMF and World Bank loan conditions, they have too often allowed labour standards to be defined by the demands of supply chain flexibility: easier hiring and firing, more short-term contracts, fewer benefits, and longer periods of overtime. It brings a short-term advantage for trade, but at the risk of a long-term cost to society.
Globalisation conjures up images of multinational companies, flows of investment and technology, and disputes at the World Trade Organisation (WTO). But such images tell only part of the story. Globalisation also has a more human, and more hidden, face. International trade has drawn millions of women into employment across the developing world. They are producing the goods that are fuelling export growth – yet they are systematically denied a fair share of the benefits brought by globalisation.

It is not inevitable that globalisation marginalises the poor in general, or poor women in particular. Nor is it inevitable that the expansion of international trade creates a ‘race to the bottom’, with investors taking advantage of opportunities to relocate. Increased trade and improved working conditions can go hand-in-hand, if governments, companies, and international institutions create the right policy conditions.

That if is a very big one. As the research set out here shows, powerful political and commercial pressures are undermining labour standards. Governments in many countries are actively eroding labour rights, often on the profoundly mistaken assumption that it is necessary in order to attract foreign investment and fuel growth. In many cases they have been actively encouraged to move in this direction through IMF and World Bank loan conditions.

The rolling back of labour rights has coincided with the rolling out of the new business model. For their part, big retailers, brand companies, and international investors have actively encouraged the development of ‘flexible’ labour markets – that is, weaker labour rights – to fit their business needs. The flexibility demanded by that business model – for faster delivery, more exacting technical standards, and lower prices, but no commitment to future orders – is stark contrast to the high-sounding principles endorsed by companies under the banner of corporate social responsibility.

The current emphasis on adapting labour markets to the dictates of a business model that is spreading vulnerability is shortsighted on three counts. First, and most importantly, improving employment and working conditions would create immediate and tangible benefits for millions of women, providing a powerful catalyst for reducing poverty. It would help to create a new, more equitable pattern of globalisation. Second, by spreading the benefits of trade and globalisation more widely, it would strengthen the legitimacy of an international trading system that is widely – and rightly – seen as failing the poor. Third, improved conditions in poor countries would create new opportunities for investment and growth. Ensuring that the development of globalisation and improved labour standards for women are complementary would start to create more winners from trade.

**Introduction**

Globalisation conjures up images of multinational companies, flows of investment and technology, and disputes at the World Trade Organisation (WTO). But such images tell only part of the story. Globalisation also has a more human, and more hidden, face. International trade has drawn millions of women into employment across the developing world. They are producing the goods that are fuelling export growth – yet they are systematically denied a fair share of the benefits brought by globalisation.

It is not inevitable that globalisation marginalises the poor in general, or poor women in particular. Nor is it inevitable that the expansion of international trade creates a ‘race to the bottom’, with investors taking advantage of opportunities to relocate. Increased trade and improved working conditions can go hand-in-hand, if governments, companies, and international institutions create the right policy conditions.

That if is a very big one. As the research set out here shows, powerful political and commercial pressures are undermining labour standards. Governments in many countries are actively eroding labour rights, often on the profoundly mistaken assumption that it is necessary in order to attract foreign investment and fuel growth. In many cases they have been actively encouraged to move in this direction through IMF and World Bank loan conditions.

The rolling back of labour rights has coincided with the rolling out of the new business model. For their part, big retailers, brand companies, and international investors have actively encouraged the development of ‘flexible’ labour markets – that is, weaker labour rights – to fit their business needs. The flexibility demanded by that business model – for faster delivery, more exacting technical standards, and lower prices, but no commitment to future orders – is in stark contrast to the high-sounding principles endorsed by companies under the banner of corporate social responsibility.

The current emphasis on adapting labour markets to the dictates of a business model that is spreading vulnerability is shortsighted on three counts. First, and most importantly, improving employment and working conditions would create immediate and tangible benefits for millions of women, providing a powerful catalyst for reducing poverty. It would help to create a new, more equitable pattern of globalisation. Second, by spreading the benefits of trade and globalisation more widely, it would strengthen the legitimacy of an international trading system that is widely – and rightly – seen as failing the poor. Third, improved conditions in poor countries would create new opportunities for investment and growth. Ensuring that the development of globalisation and improved labour standards for women are complementary would start to create more winners from trade.
Ways ahead, and false debates to leave behind

This report argues that companies need to change their sourcing and purchasing practices, if their commitments to be socially responsible are to be more than empty words. Better sourcing and purchasing practices alone would not lead to decent employment and working conditions, but they are an essential part of the solution, and a part that has so far been largely missing from the debate. This report likewise calls on governments to ensure that poor people benefit from trade by ratifying and implementing international labour standards, extending employment protections to all workers and, especially, creating the space for workers to join unions and bargain collectively without fearing for their jobs.

Some commentators will reject this strategy. In particular, enthusiasts for the current pattern of globalisation will argue that more of the same is needed to generate higher growth, increased employment, rising living standards, and ultimately improved labour standards. The arguments that they put forward are well known.

1 'Trade and growth first, labour standards will follow'

Trade creates jobs – so the reasoning goes – and as the excess supply of labour falls, wages and working conditions rise. But the link between trade and economic growth is far from automatic, or that between job creation and better labour conditions. Markets may play a critical role in defining the efficiency of resource allocation and generating growth, but market realism has to be tempered with considerations of social justice. Labour rights are not a distant reward of development: they are an essential tool for alleviating poverty through trade today.

2 'Jobs in trade are better than the alternatives'

Many economists point out that export-sector workers already tend to earn higher wages than other workers, let alone the unemployed. A woman in Bangladesh sewing clothes for Wal-Mart, so the argument runs, is surely better off than her sister working on a local construction site. In the words of the economist Paul Krugman, ‘In praise of cheap labour: bad jobs at bad wages are better than no jobs at all.’ True: and that is why millions of women take these jobs. But if the best deal that trade can offer to poor people is a marginal improvement over a life of desperate poverty, it is falling far short of its potential. The relevant question is not whether the Bangladeshi woman is marginally better off but whether she, her family, and her country are getting a fair share of the gains that she helps to generate through trade.

3 'Improving labour standards is hidden protectionism'

Some claim that improving employment security and benefits for workers in poor countries will take away their trade advantage and price them out of the market. From this perspective, calling for … Universal respect for basic rights at work need not adversely affect the competitive position of low-income countries.

4 'Strengthening rights will cut jobs'

Some fear that better wages and benefits will mean fewer jobs, leaving communities worse off. Not necessarily so: … is no longer an asset. There is always some new garment-exporting country where workers earn less than yours.

Low wages and insecure jobs perpetuate poverty in poor communities. When women are better paid and protected in their jobs, they can invest in their families, sending their children to school rather than into the factory or fields to work. It helps to build a more productive and skilled workforce – and that does attract investors. All this could help to stimulate domestic and regional sources of consumer demand. In other words, shared prosperity is good for investment – poverty is not.

5 'More secure jobs undermine flexibility'

Proponents of flexible labour laws (encouraging short-term contracts and easy hiring and firing) argue that they are essential to allow firms to respond to fluctuations in demand. True: seasonal fluctuations mean that labour requirements vary through the year, and employers need to be able to adjust. But ‘flexibility’ is hugely abused in order to secure the long-term effort of workers at short-term costs. Employers in the North and South misuse short-term contracts to avoid paying employment benefits and to undermine workers’ bargaining power in organising. Retail and brand buyers exacerbate the problem by changing orders at short notice and pushing for prices that cannot cover the full costs of stable employees. Flexibility matters – but social justice considerations should set limits to the level of flexibility demanded, especially in unequal economic relationships.
6 ‘Monitoring labour standards throughout supply chains is asking the impossible’

Retail and brand companies are the first to claim that their long and complex supply chains are too complex to monitor. But they already achieve exacting technical, product safety, quality, and delivery standards through those chains. And many leading companies are cutting out layers of mid-chain suppliers and sourcing more directly from producers. This creates the ideal opportunity for working with producers to ensure that good labour standards are met.

Oxfam and partners: campaigning to make trade fair

Oxfam has worked for many years with partner organisations around the world who (often in collaboration with trade unions) support workers – mostly women – employed in global supply chains. Together we have conducted research in twelve countries, North and South, to understand the causes behind the precarious situation of these workers. The research, conducted in Bangladesh, China, Chile, Colombia, Honduras, Kenya, Morocco, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Thailand, the United Kingdom, and the United States, focused on two main sectors: garment supply chains to major clothing retailers and clothing brands, and fresh-produce supply chains to food retailers and the fast-food industry.

The research documented the experiences not only of women workers, but also of their employers, the managers and owners of farms and factories. These latter voices are rarely reported, but understanding the supply-chain pressures that they face as producers is essential to understand why, as employers, they hire and treat workers in the ways that they do.

In all, the research included interviews and surveys with 1,310 workers, 95 garment factory owners and managers, 33 farm and plantation owners and managers, 48 government officials, 98 representatives of unions and non-government organisations (NGOs), 52 importers, exporters, and other supply chain agents, and 17 representatives of brand and retail companies. We have changed the names of all the farm and factory workers interviewed to protect their identity, because many feared that they would lose their jobs for speaking out. We have also kept confidential the identity of the farm and factory managers and exporters and importers interviewed, because many likewise feared losing their place in the supply chains of major retailers and brands. Some staff members of retail and brand companies were also willing to be interviewed only under conditions of anonymity.

Many well-known retail and brand companies feature in this report. Practices vary considerably from company to company, and where particular companies are linked to particular criticisms (or indeed specific good practice) we have made this clear. Generalised statements about industry practices should not, however, be taken to refer to any particular company.
Women in Honduras arriving for another long day’s work in the garment factories. If proposed labour law reforms are passed, one worker in three could be put on a temporary employment contract, without employment stability, paid leave, or social security.
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“..."We have buried our dreams. Our only concern for the future is to make sure that the same thing doesn’t happen to our children...”

Lucy, a Kenyan mother of two, sews the pockets onto children’s jeans destined for Wal-Mart in the United States, the world’s most successful retailer. Her factory, based in an export processing zone (EPZ) outside Nairobi, receives erratic, sub-contracted orders and must keep costs low and output high. Early in 2003, when her manager demanded she work non-stop for two days and nights to meet the shipping deadline, her partner walked out, leaving Lucy to raise the children, aged two and 13. ‘He said he will come back when the condition of my work is good,’ she said, ‘Till today the condition is becoming worse.’

In May Lucy sold her table, cupboard, and bed so that she could pay the rent. Then she sold the cooking stove to buy her son’s school uniform. In June, when orders stopped for eight weeks, so did the pay. Her parents, living in a village 150km north of Nairobi, agreed to take her children, and she has not seen them for six months. ‘If this EPZ could be better, and consider us as people, and give us leave and holidays, then I would be able to go and see the children,’ she said.

Production targets are unrealistically high, and Lucy is expected to put in extra hours to meet them. In September she worked 20 hours of overtime but was paid for only six. Talk of trade unions is banned, and the factory atmosphere is intimidating. ‘Supervisors abuse us ... if we talk, they say, “Shut your beak. Even a child can do your job.”’ She most pities the young female helpers doing the low-skill tasks such as counting and cleaning the garments. ‘If you are a helper, you need security,’ she said. ‘They are sexually harassed to keep their job. That’s why as women we are so oppressed. Because you can’t secure your job through the trade union, you have to buy it with sex.’

Lucy depends on this job. But she and her family should not be forced to pay such a price to keep it. Worldwide, working women like her – making garments, cutting flowers, and picking fruit – are demanding their fair share of the gains from trade. The only asset they have to offer in trade is their labour. This makes a critical test for globalisation: can it create jobs that empower, rather than undermine, women as workers? So far it is failing.

Facing precarious employment

The last 20 years of trade liberalisation have certainly created jobs for millions of women workers, who occupy 60 to 90 per cent of jobs in the labour intensive stages of the clothing and fresh-produce global supply chains. And these jobs are desperately needed by women and their families. ‘May God bless the flowers, because they provide us with work,’ say the women working in Colombia’s flower greenhouses.2 ‘...even though the salaries are low,’ said Ana, working in a maquila, or export-assembly factory, in Honduras, ‘the maquilas give us employment – they help us to make ends meet.’

Facing school costs and medical expenses, poor families increasingly depend on earning cash incomes to meet their most basic needs. Many hope to escape rural poverty, migrating across provinces and countries to do so. And the crisis of HIV and AIDS makes some families all the more dependent on those who can work, increasing the need for their caring work too.

For many individual women, their jobs have brought economic independence, greater equality in the household, and personal empowerment. But the past 20 years have also witnessed the emergence of a new business model, described in chapter 2, based on companies outsourcing production through global supply chains that demand low-cost and ‘flexible’ labour. In many countries, national labour laws have been weakened or not enforced to accommodate these demands. As a result, millions of women and men at the end of those supply chains are employed precariously:

- insecure: on short-term contracts with limited access to social protection
- exhausted: through working long hours at high pressure in unhealthy conditions
- undermined: in their attempts to organise and demand for their rights to be met.

Precarious employment is far from new – it has long been the reality for poor people, especially in informal sectors in developing countries. Export-sector jobs, connecting them to some of the world’s most profitable companies, should be an opportunity for more secure and empowering employment. But instead, the sourcing and purchasing practices of these companies create pressures down the chain which result in precarious conditions. The impact falls on poor communities in rich countries, too, where workers employed in trade-competing sectors – often migrants and immigrants – likewise face precarious conditions. The result is a two-tier labour market, split between those whose standard of living grows with the economy and those employed precariously without minimal protection.

Women as percentage of production employees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Dolan, C and K Sorby (2003) and Oxfam background research reports
The harmful impacts of precarious employment can be long-term and community-wide. And they are felt in every country. Women and migrants from poor communities in rich countries also face precarious terms of employment in trade-competing sectors. The pressure of competition from low-cost imports is clearly one reason – but so too is the pressure inherent in being employed in a global supply chain, whether it is sourcing domestically or overseas.

Permanently temporary

Women are more likely than men to be hired on short-term, seasonal, casual, or homework contracts, renewed every year, every three months, or even every day. They end up working long-term but without the protection and support that come with long-term jobs. In Chile and South Africa, women get the temporary jobs in the fruit sector, hired on ‘rolling contracts’ for up to 11 months, year after year. ‘We are permanent when it suits management,’ as one South African woman put it. Likewise, almost all of China’s migrant garment workers are given one-year contracts, repeatedly renewed, leaving them with no job security.

Women are the temporary workers on fruit farms

All poor people face costs when employed in this way, but the impacts fall particularly hard on women:

- Women typically have less education, land, or savings than the men in their families. That weaker negotiating position leaves them with the primary responsibility for caring work in the home – raising children, tending to the sick and elderly – and it makes them more dependent on whatever paid work they can get. No wonder they occupy the vast majority of jobs at the end of global supply chains.
- Stuck in low-skilled, low-paid jobs, women are less able to renegotiate their household roles, and so they bear a double burden of paid and unpaid work. That undermines their struggle for greater equality in the home and in society, and leaves little time for participating in workers’ organisations and social support groups.
- Insecure contracts often lack the protections and benefits – such as limits on overtime, rest days, sick leave, accident cover, and maternity leave – that are invaluable for women in supporting their families. Without this support, either from the State or from employers, the strain often undermines their own health and well-being and their children’s futures.

Empowerment through employment in Bangladesh

In 1982 the government of Bangladesh began to promote export-oriented manufacturing; within two years, the garment industry took off. The sight of thousands of young women in the streets of Dhaka travelling to and from work was a highly visible sign of social change. For many, there has been significant personal change too.

Paid employment has improved many women’s bargaining power within the family, especially with husbands, fathers, and brothers. A 1990 survey of more than 30 garment factories found that two out of three women had some control over their earnings. According to one woman, ‘In my mother’s time … women had to tolerate more suffering because they did not have the means to become independent. They are better off now, they know about the world, they have been given education, they can work and stand on their own feet. They have more freedom.’

Many married women workers interviewed in 2003 said that they now take decisions with their husbands on family matters, and 13 per cent said their husbands now shared some of the housework, especially shopping and cooking – a small but significant shift in a strongly gendered society. The garment sector has brought a silent revolution for women in our society,’ said Shirin Akter of Karmojibi Nari, an NGO supporting women workers. ‘But women workers’ rights and status will still not be secured until their freedom of association is assured and their voices are more widely heard.’

Far too much of women’s work is still uncounted and undervalued.

International Labour Organization
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It is sometimes assumed that women want such ‘flexible’ jobs so that they have time to care for their families. When those jobs are well protected under law, women can benefit from having this choice. But for the vast majority of women interviewed, working on short-term contracts is not a choice but a necessity – and is all that they are offered. For home-based workers in the UK (of whom 50 per cent are women and 50 per cent are from ethnic minorities), the supply of work they receive from manufacturers is highly irregular, sometimes with very short deadlines. ‘Homeworkers often get no redundancy pay, holiday or sick pay, and no pension,’ said Linda Devereux, Director of the National Group on Homeworking. ‘This is not the kind of “flexibility” that any woman worker is hoping for.’ The increasing use of temporary and contract labour is a worrying trend in many countries.

**Employed: but who is the employer?**

When workers are not formally recognised as employees, they fall outside the protection of labour law. In some countries, having no written contract means having no legal recognition. In Bangladesh, only 46 per cent of women garment workers interviewed had the letter of employment that is needed to establish the employment relationship. No wonder that almost none received pay slips or was enrolled in a health scheme, and the vast majority got no paid maternity leave. Layers of supply chain sub-contracting can blur legal relationships too. In Chile, companies are liable in law if the sub-contractors they use fail to pay sub-contracted workers’ wages or benefits – but the law is not always enforced. ‘In many cases the company has kept on workers who have not been paid by the farm labour contractor,’ explained Jessica, hired through a contractor to pack grapes for export to the USA. ‘The company tells them “But we have paid for all that – it is the farm-labour contractor who has not fulfilled his obligations to you.”’

**Little support for families**

Paid maternity leave is essential for supporting women as workers and as mothers – and for ensuring the health of the current and future workforce. But women hired on short-term contracts who become pregnant simply do not get their contract renewed, and others with the right in law often cannot claim it in practice. In Kenya, some garment workers seek back-street abortions, losing the baby and risking their own lives in order to save the job. And those who do have children pay the price. ‘In my company you lose your work number when you go on maternity,’ explained one young woman. ‘This means that, if you are lucky enough to be readmitted, you come back as a new employee, losing all the benefits for the period worked before going on maternity leave.’

**Short-term hiring for long-term jobs**

Hiring workers on short-term contracts can be legitimate – for example, for jobs that are genuinely seasonal or temporary in nature. But many employers abuse the law and repeatedly hire workers this way for years. Why? It cuts their costs, avoiding employment benefits. It discourages workers from joining unions, by withholding job security. And it enables employers to expand and contract the workforce to fit fluctuating order levels. But these ‘savings’ for employers turn into social costs for women and their families. Policy makers may not calculate these costs because they are not monetary, but women know the price of, say, having no sick leave: working when ill or sending sick children off to school.

**Indonesia**

Since the economic crisis of 1998, the use of short-term contracts has increased significantly. New legislation in 2003 clarified and limited the legitimate uses of such contracts and allows only one renewal. But the limits are not effectively enforced. One network of Indonesian NGOs and unions is documenting just how widespread the misuse has become. Initial findings from six factories in West Java revealed between 15 and 95 per cent of workers were repeatedly hired on short-term contracts, three to 12 months at a time. They are making sports shoes, garments, and metal products – work which is neither temporary nor seasonal by nature.

**South Africa**

The Confederation of Employers of South Africa, COFESA, shows member companies how to cut labour costs through a legislative loophole: turn employees into ‘independent contractors’. This instantly cuts labour costs by 30 per cent and makes employers exempt from obligations under the Labour Relations Act. For garment workers, the switch may mean doing the same work but without the employee protections of a minimum wage and overtime limits, paid leave, or medical and unemployment benefit schemes. COFESA’s founder estimates that their advice has helped to turn one and a half million of South Africa’s workers into independent contractors – and that the practice will keep spreading. ‘The system can work in any industry,’ he said. ‘We can always work out something.’

**Colombia**

Labour law reforms in 2002 lengthened the workday, cut overtime pay, reduced severance payments, and introduced more flexible contracts. CACTUS, an NGO supporting women working in the flower industry, is concerned that their use may spread throughout the sector. ‘With these policies, labour conditions will get worse,’ said Ricardo Zamudio, Director of CACTUS. ‘According to the government, these policies of cutting costs for enterprises are intended to create jobs, but they don’t guarantee new posts, they just deepen poverty.’

**Honduras**

The government’s proposed labour reforms would permit garment factories to hire up to 30 per cent of their workers on temporary contracts. If passed, the reforms would save employers US$90m over three years. For workers, that would mean a loss of job security, paid leave, social security, and the annual bonus. An alliance of national unions and NGOs are campaigning to stop this change in the law so that women workers do not lose the support and benefits that they need. ‘The majority of people who will be affected by this law will be single mothers, poor people, and migrants,’ said Maria Luisa Regalado of CODEMUH, an NGO in that alliance. ‘If they are dismissed, they will be totally unprotected.’
Kenyan garment workers commonly face penalties for lateness and mistakes, and charges for medical treatment. It can add up to more than a month’s earnings. ‘We’ve heard from many workers who have been charged and fined by their employers,’ said Steve Ouma, Senior Programme Officer at the Kenyan Human Rights Commission. ‘Instead of getting a payslip at the end of the month, they got a bill – and it was deducted from next month’s pay. It’s outrageous that workers are forced to subsidise production this way.’

Long overtime at short notice

Overtime is voluntary by law, but for many women workers it is a condition of employment and imposed at short notice. In Guangdong province the vast majority of workers surveyed across seven factories faced more than 150 extra hours each month. One ‘workers’ handbook’ in Shenzhen stipulated that ‘When workers cannot do overtime they have to apply to the supervisors for a written exemption from overtime’. Some factory managers compel workers to put in long hours by setting basic wages at a low level. ‘I don’t like doing overtime,’ said Seetha, sewing garments in Sri Lanka, ‘but if I don’t, then I won’t have enough money. So we are forced to do overtime.’ By law in most countries, overtime hours should be paid at a premium – but in reality, workers are often robbed of their rightful overtime earnings.

Overworked and underpaid

In order to raise output without raising costs, many employers use piece-rates, set excessive production targets, or falsify records of hours worked. For women workers it means long overtime that is hugely underpaid. Women in one Tangier garment factory put in around 90 hours of overtime in July 2003. But according to their employer, the extra hours were simply part of the workers’ obligation to meet their targets, so did not count as official overtime. At the end of the month the women received only 50 to 60 per cent of their rightful earnings as a result.

USA

Tomato pickers in Florida put in 148 hours of overtime work each month in the picking season. But since they are paid piece-rate, overtime pay doesn’t exist. As a result, they earn between 50 and 80 per cent of what a long-term employee would earn for the same hours.

Morocco

Women in one Tangier garment factory put in around 90 hours of overtime in July 2003. But according to their employer, the extra hours were simply part of the workers’ obligation to meet their targets, so did not count as official overtime. At the end of the month the women received only 50 to 60 per cent of their rightful earnings as a result.

Bangladesh

Garment workers from seven factories interviewed in 2003 worked on average 80 hours of overtime per month. Not one received a payslip. They were paid between 60 and 80 per cent of their due earnings – on average, the equivalent of doing 24 hours of unpaid work a month.
Banned, bullied, and broke: troubles organising

‘I used to think that the union was not important but after I got involved and met workers and unions in other factories, I realised how important it is to protect workers’ rights. If a worker has a problem, they don’t know what their rights are. The union can advise them and help solve it. I have gained lots of experience and now I know about the law. If I don’t use it to help the workers, who will?’

Prem, a union committee member in a Thai factory producing for Banana Republic and Polo Ralph Lauren

In 2003, Prem’s union succeeded in stopping the factory from hiring new workers on repeated provisional contracts and was seeking ways to support sub-contracted workers who are banned from joining the union by management.32

The freedom to join trade unions is fundamental for workers to improve their own working conditions. Unions represent their members on issues ranging from health and safety to salaries and working hours. They work both through formal ‘collective bargaining’ with employers and by assisting individual workers, for example, in cases of unfair dismissal or sexual harassment. They lobby national governments and international institutions to ensure that workers’ concerns are reflected in national and global policy making. For decades, trade union struggles and solidarity have been central to securing and strengthening workers’ rights worldwide.

But unions face heavy restrictions, in law or practice, in many countries. Employers’ tactics of intimidation, firing, and physical violence are exacerbated when governments fail to step in. And the transformations taking place in global labour markets pose an additional challenge. Traditional union members – male, long-term employees based in close-knit workforces – are rapidly being replaced and outnumbered by young, female, temporary workers in a migrant workforce with no history or culture of union involvement and little time to go to meetings. When the workforce is so fragmented, and if the legal employer’s identity is blurred, the challenge to create a recognised, powerful voice for workers is huge.

Given the low incomes of their members, and the decline in their traditional member base, many unions do not have the resources to respond. Workers earning barely more than poverty wages may be reluctant to pay monthly dues, especially if they are often more afraid of losing their jobs than hopeful of winning better conditions. It creates a vicious circle: those workers most in need of collective support are the least likely to be recruited.

Raising women’s participation is a key priority for many unions, but some still face barriers. ‘The trade union helps us with many problems,’ said one South African fruit picker, ‘and shop stewards show respect when we discuss problems with them.’34 But others workers were cynical, saying, ‘Seasonal workers get very little or no opportunity to speak to the farmer. The union represents only permanent workers.’35 And in one Kenyan EPZ, women account for three out of four workers, but only one in five union representatives. Why? Union recruitment there often takes place in bars in the evening – places not considered appropriate for women. And issues of high importance to women, such as maternity leave and protection from sexual harassment, have not yet been raised in industrial-court disputes.36

Many unions are tackling these problems by joining forces with women workers’ organisations, recruiting female organisers, setting up women’s committees, and campaigning on women workers’ concerns. By 1998, for example, more than two-thirds of the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions’ national centres and more than half of affiliate unions were promoting the issue of women in leadership roles. They promoted action such as guaranteeing reserved and additional seats for women, and setting targets for gender balance.37 And in the late 1990s, a network of its African affiliates launched initiatives to integrate gender perspectives throughout their member unions’ work.38 New national alliances are also forming. In Sri Lanka, for example, several trade unions and non-government organisations have recently joined forces as the Labour Rights Core Group, to campaign on critical issues facing women workers in the garment industry such as living wages, freedom of association, and compensation for impending job losses.

Sexual harassment

Many women interviewed said sexual harassment was a commonplace abuse of power in the workplace. Yet it often goes officially unreported, due to fear or a sense of futility. From Honduras and the USA to Morocco and Cambodia, women workers reported cases of male supervisors demanding sexual favours in return for getting or keeping jobs. Long shifts to meet deadlines put women’s safety at risk. ‘We are very afraid of being harassed or raped by gangsters, because we often have to work late at night and walk home in the dark,’ said one young worker in Cambodia.39 Persistent harassment drives some women to leave their job, at the risk of not finding another. For Hasina, a former garment worker in Bangladesh, India, the only alternative was to turn to sex work. ‘You are subjected to all kinds of sexual harassment in the factory,’ she said. ‘Supervisors, production managers, and watchmen touch you without giving you anything in return. In this job, at least you are paid for the same.’40

‘Here it is forbidden to create a trade union. Anyone in a union gets sacked.’

Esperanza, a garment worker in Honduras33
Long-term ill-health

Unhealthy working conditions mean that workers face medical costs, and their working lives may be cut short. Pesticide use on farms has an appalling history in some countries. A decade-long US medical study found that members of California’s United Farm Workers organisation had elevated rates of leukemia and cancers associated with pesticide exposure. A study conducted in a hospital in Rancagua, Chile, between January and September 1993 found that all 91 babies born with neural defects were children of temporary fruit workers. Procedures have improved on some farms in the past decade, but in 2000, 62 per cent of female Chilean grape pickers surveyed reported being in contact with pesticides while working in the fields, while fewer than half of all agricultural workers there have occupational insurance coverage.

Less dramatic but more common are low-level illnesses and injuries. Fruit and flower pickers and packers from Colombia, ... that demand highly dexterous and repetitive movements, many women suffer joint injuries and back, leg, and shoulder pain.

Health and safety legislation may fail to prevent or recognise these illnesses specific to new industries and to women. Sri Lankan occupational health law recognises only gas-related respiratory diseases, not those caused by the fabric lint inhaled by thousands of garment workers, leaving those affected with no legal recourse. US pesticide exposure standards are based on the adult male body, ignoring the higher risks for pregnant female agricultural workers, such as spontaneous abortion and structural birth defects.

Workers often foot the bill for their workplace illnesses. ‘When we get sick, we’re the ones who have to pay the doctor,’ said Zineb, sewing clothes in Morocco for El Corte Inglés and other Spanish retailers. ‘We don’t have the right to get sick – they punish us if we do.’

In Colombia, some women flower workers pay for health coverage with their own earnings, helping to meet production targets, even in rich countries. School-going children are sometimes drawn into helping with their parents’ work in order to meet production targets, even in rich countries. One school in the UK raised concerns that pupils who were children of homeworkers were neglecting their own homework (school work) in order to help their mothers meet their production targets.

Children: the price paid by the next generation

‘We are here for production, not reproduction,’ declared a Kenyan garment factory manager who refuses to provide paid maternity leave or childcare facilities. This attitude may suit the short-term needs of his company. But when workers cannot care adequately for themselves or their children, the development prospects of the country are damaged.

Visit a garment workers’ dormitory and you will occasionally see, pinned to the wall, a photograph of a small child. Nid, working in a garment factory in Bangkok, Thailand, has one of her son. He is two, and she left him with their parents in their village eight hours away, because there is no childcare provided at work. She sees him every three months, and is forced to take three days’ unpaid leave for the journey there and back.

Working women can be forced to consider extreme solutions to childcare problems. In one fruit-growing valley in British Columbia, Canada, one in three women fruit pickers – mostly Punjabi immigrants – take their young children with them to the farms, because of a lack of alternatives. Even when childcare is available, arrangements can be extreme: one nursery school teacher in Colombia described flower workers dropping their children off at the nursery at four in the morning and picking them up at ten at night.

School-aged children, too, often pay the price. Some working mothers can only cope with their double duties by taking their eldest daughters out of school to look after younger children, but the girls lose their chances of a more skilled job in the future. In Morocco, 80 per cent of women with older children had taken daughters under 14 out of school to do so – no wonder that many eventually follow their mothers into the factories.

School-going children are sometimes drawn into helping with their parents’ work in order to meet production targets, even in rich countries. One school in the UK raised concerns that pupils who were children of homeworkers were neglecting their own homework (school work) in order to help their mothers meet their production targets.

Hidden costs beyond the workplace

Away from the factory floor and beyond the farm gate, precarious employment has long-term and community-wide costs. When women are employed without security and with minimal support from employers or the State, they bear the burden, often at the cost of their own health or their families’ future, creating a long-term liability for society.

Hidden costs beyond the workplace

Away from the factory floor and beyond the farm gate, precarious employment has long-term and community-wide costs. When women are employed without security and with minimal support from employers or the State, they bear the burden, often at the cost of their own health or their families’ future, creating a long-term liability for society.

‘I don’t want to get married while still working in the factory, because it makes our health poor and will affect our children’s health too.’

Cambodian garment worker

‘Sometimes you come home and you shake a lot and you cough and spit all night.’

Geraldine, picking tomatoes in the USA for Taco Bell
Challenges in the home

When women start contributing to household income, the household balance of power may be challenged, particularly with male relatives. Some women find their status in the household improves. ‘My family treat me better than before,’ said one young Cambodian woman now employed in the garment industry. ‘I used to be scolded or beaten, but not any more, because now the family miss me and receive the money I send home.’ Some women are able to play a bigger role in decision making and decide how to use their own earnings – but others face serious drawbacks. Earning an income can result in less financial support from other household members, especially from the fathers of the women’s children, leaving them no better off overall and more dependent on keeping their jobs. Women’s employment may provoke violence from husbands and male relatives, who themselves may be out of work. In Bangladesh, garment workers reported facing threats and suspicion from their husbands when they arrived home at two in the morning, especially when their employers – hiding evidence of excessive overtime – had punched their official hour cards to show that they left the factory at six in the evening.

Little change in caring work

When employed in short-term and unstable jobs, women are not in a strong position to re-negotiate their care-giving responsibilities at home. As a result, most continue to be the primary carers, with little or no support from their partners. In Colombia, women working long hours on flower farms are still expected to do almost all the housework: they report their husbands helping with less than 10 per cent of the time taken in childcare, less than five per cent of cooking, and one per cent of cleaning. Likewise, in Bangladesh, women garment workers are still four times more likely than their husbands to be responsible for looking after sick children and dependants.

Lose a community – gain a new, but transient, one

When women migrate for work, they often lose their ties with their traditional communities which had provided support such as childcare, informal credit, and neighbourhood security. As migrants, many face language and social barriers. In Cambodia the social stigma attached to young single women who have lived outside family control makes life difficult for them, even on brief visits home. ‘Garment workers are not considered good women for marriage,’ explained one. ‘In some cases engagements were broken off because the woman was a garment worker.’ Likewise, flick through the pages of a Sri Lankan newspaper and you will see marriage advertisements that say ‘Garment women, please do not reply.’

The loss of traditional support systems and poor prospects for marriage on returning home make women workers more dependent on new networks with fellow workers – a fragile dependency, given that their jobs are transient and unstable. Angela, sewing garments in a Kenyan factory, expressed frustration at her isolation from the wider community: ‘It is not possible to do anything else. There is no time to take care of your own children, visit people, do business or go to college. Even going to church has become a problem … We are somehow isolated.

Trading away workers’ rights

These harsh realities experienced by women workers provide eloquent testimony of a model of globalisation that is failing poor people. Over the past 20 years, while investors’ rights have been deepened and extended through international trade agreements, workers’ rights have moved in the opposite direction. In the absence of global institutions that are widely trusted and empowered to underpin these rights in the global economy, many governments have been trading them away. In law and in practice, they have eroded employment security, benefits, and protections in order to provide the flexibility demanded in global supply chains. But the short-term gains of this strategy can come at the cost of a long-term liability for society – and women workers are paying the heaviest price.
In Chile’s fruit packhouses, one third of workers earns only the minimum wage or less. In the fields, seasonal fruit pickers often work more than 10 hours a day, seven days a week, and the majority have no written contract. By law, seasonal workers are prohibited from bargaining collectively to improve their employment terms and conditions.
The rise of global sourcing companies

Over the past twenty years, trade liberalisation and communication innovations have dramatically increased the opportunities for retailers and brands to buy their products from producers worldwide.

- **Tariff reductions:** between 1980 and 1998, average tariffs on manufactured products fell from 10 per cent to 5 per cent in industrial countries and from around 25 per cent to 13 per cent in developing countries, cutting the cost of trade in goods.

- **Foreign investment incentives:** export processing zones proliferated in the 1990s in developing countries, offering tax exemptions and investment allowances in order to attract local and foreign investors to produce goods for export.

- **Cheaper, real-time communications:** Internet-based software systems made real-time information exchange possible, and enabled just-in-time production and delivery coordination between producers and retailers on an international scale.

- **Cheaper transport:** with sea freight costs falling almost 70 per cent between the early 1980s and the mid-1990s, and with significant growth in airfreight services, the delivery costs for distant producers have fallen dramatically.

The result is a new business model for major retailers, such as hypermarkets, supermarkets, and department stores, and brand owners such as leading clothing companies. These retailers and brands have become ‘global sourcing companies’, outsourcing the production of the goods they sell to tiers of suppliers and producers through complex international networks, or ‘global supply chains’. These supply chains are:

- **Driven by the big brands and retailers:** As gatekeepers to consumers, retailers and brands have tremendous power to determine price, quality, delivery, and labour conditions for suppliers and producers down the chain.

- **Segmented into high and low profit steps:** High-profit steps in the process – innovation, marketing, and retailing – are tightly guarded by retailers and brands. As Charlie Denson, President of Nike brand, explained, ‘We have to keep renewing and refreshing what Nike stands for. The brand is the only thing we truly own, so we have to protect it.’

- **There are serious power imbalances arising from the concentration of economic power in the hands of a few.**

Report of the Panel of Eminent Experts on Ethics in Food and Agriculture, FAO 2000
• **Widely dispersed but tightly integrated:** Spanning continents, a supply chain can draw dozens of firms into the process of making and delivering a single product. Quality, technical standards, and logistics are closely controlled and coordinated. Li & Fung is a Hong Kong-based leading mid-chain garment supplier to major European and US retailers and brands, with US$4.8bn turnover and offices in almost 40 countries. In making garments, the company may, for example, source fibre from Korea, dye and weave it in Taiwan, buy zips from China, and send it all to Thailand for assembly. ‘This is a new type of value-added, a truly global product that has never been seen before,’ said company chairman Victor Fung. ‘The brand tag says “Made in Thailand” but they’re not Thai products. We dissect the manufacturing process and look for the best solution at each step … and we’re doing it globally.’

Global supply chains have created new opportunities for labour-intensive exports from low-cost locations. The result is a dramatic growth in the number of producers, heightening competition among the world’s factories and farms for a place at the bottom of the chain. At the top end, however, market share has tended to consolidate among a few leading retailers and brand names.

Such an imbalance between intensely competing producers and relatively few buyers in the global marketplace gives retailers and brands the upper hand over their supply chains. Through the contracts that they negotiate and the conditions they demand, they can capture much of the gain generated by trade. The World Bank recognises this danger, warning that ‘Local firms may not capture the benefit of the transfer of technology and increased productivity through networks if multinationals have a wide choice of production locations and a monopolist position in the purchase of supplies [one buyer choosing among many producers]. In this situation, competition among suppliers may drive prices down, and the benefits of local firms’ productivity improvements will accrue to the multinational.’

The same point was summed up by the owner of a Brazilian shoe factory, facing intense international competition to sell to leading footwear retailers in Europe: ‘We don’t sell, we get bought.’

### Supply chain pressures create precarious employment

- **Shareholder pressure for high returns**
- **Consumer expectations of low prices**

#### Retailers and brand owners
- offload costs and risks down the supply chain

#### Mid-chain suppliers
- seek low-cost producers

#### Producers – farms and factories
- pass the pressures on to workers

#### Sub-contractors
- employees
  - sub-contracted and home-based workers

Retailers and brand owners push for:
- lower prices from producers
- fast and flexible production
- high technical and quality standards
- better labour conditions but without a long-term commitment

Producers, as employers:
- hire women and migrants
- use short-term contracts and evade benefits
- put workers under excessive pressure
- undermine organising
- hide labour rights violations

Precariously employed workers, mostly women and migrants, are:
- insecure, on contracts with few benefits
- exhausted by long hours and high targets
- undermined in organising for their rights
Retailers and brands face three main sources of pressure which influence their supply chain strategies:

- **Shareholder expectations**: publicly quoted companies face intense pressure from their shareholders – especially major institutional investors such as pension funds and insurance firms – to deliver short-term returns in excess of 10 per cent on capital employed. Many companies deliver those results by stripping out low-profit activities and minimising the cash used in running the business.

- **Customer loyalty**: consumers have come to expect high quality and year-round availability at ‘value’ prices. Many retailers and brands compete to capture their loyalty through new products, short fashion cycles, and price wars, and so increase their own market share.

- **Ethical pressure**: unions, NGOs, concerned consumers, and socially responsible investors pressure high-profile companies to improve labour standards in their supply chains, through media exposure, campaigns, shareholder resolutions, and consumer pressure.

In an attempt to deal with all three, many retail and brand sourcing companies combine cutting-edge logistics with hefty bargaining power to push costs and risks down their supply chains. Many have signed up to codes of conduct requiring compliance with labour standards down the chain – but when these interests clash, something has to give.

### Just-in-time delivery

Electronic point-of-sale technology – that is, the barcode – has been increasing retailers’ command over suppliers since the 1980s. Retailers no longer have to buy goods upfront and carry the risk of selling them. Now, when consumer purchases are tracked by barcodes, retailers can automatically reorder just enough products, just in time for restocking their shelves. It maximises their retail sales per square metre of shop space, and shifts order risks back onto suppliers and producers. With this just-in-time response comes the pressure on producers to deliver smaller orders, in less time, and according to tightly planned shipping schedules – or face fines for delays.

### High quality and technical standards

Retail and brand buyers demand reliable quality and high technical and safety standards from their suppliers, who demand it from producers. In the competition to supply, these criteria are becoming more stringent. To stay in the chain, producers must meet the standards of higher quality control, greater traceability, tighter control over hazardous inputs, and better record keeping – all at their own expense.

---

**The buying game**

Buyers working for retailers and brands operate in a business culture of performance targets and incentives which encourage them to squeeze suppliers on price and delivery times, with scant attention to the ethical repercussions down the supply chain.

### High pressure to perform

Buyers are often given only 12 to 18 months to prove themselves before being moved onto a new product. ‘You can try to negotiate but you don’t want to upset them,’ said one South African grape farmer selling to several UK supermarkets. ‘Every two years there’s a new buyer, under pressure to perform – they must make margins and raise turnover, and they’ve got their ways and means of doing it.’ It leaves little room for building long-term relations and understanding with producers.

### Ethical standards: out of the picture

Buyers may get training or ‘awareness raising’ in ethical issues, but it is rarely integrated into the targets on which they are judged. According to one former fresh-food buyer at a leading UK supermarket, ‘Buyers are caught in a high-pressure culture of weekly reporting on their sales and profit margin targets. Ethical trade just doesn’t fit neatly into numbers and so it gets left out of the picture.’

### Split personalities

Buying teams and ethical teams often sit in different company divisions, face conflicting performance targets, and put contradictory demands on producers. Producers are well aware of this disjointed approach. ‘I know how to deal with the ethical code people from my many years’ experience,’ said one factory manager in Shenzhen, China. ‘I can judge the balance of power between buying departments and those responsible for codes of conduct to see where the real power lies.’

### Pushing down prices

Buyers employed by many retailers and brands are given strong incentives to cut the prices they pay. Some use Internet ‘reverse auctions’, pitching suppliers into intense competition. Others demand ‘open book costing’ that requires suppliers and producers to reveal their production and delivery costs so that retailers can cut out low-value steps, and capture the saving in lower prices. Some boost their profits by charging suppliers for product promotions, for store displays, for discounts on poorly selling goods, for discounts on well-selling goods, and even for simply being listed as a supplier.
Employers’ strategies down the chain

Faced with intense pressures on cost, speed, and quality but without the commitment of a longer-term supply relationship, many producers down the chain lack the management training and tools to handle the pressures effectively – and they rarely get support from retailers and brands in doing so. Instead, they pass on the pressures through a mix of the following employment strategies:

- **Recruiting women and migrants**: women are typically perceived to be more careful, more compliant, and cheaper to hire than men. Migrant workers, with few alternatives to fall back on, often come from impoverished rural areas and so likewise can be paid less.

- **Hiring short-term**: employing workers on temporary contracts or through subcontractors. For the employer, it cuts the cost of benefits, creates a workforce responsive to fluctuating orders, and discourages union membership.

- **Putting on the pressure**: setting wages, piece-rates, and production targets at levels that force workers to put in long hours at high speed to earn enough to live on – while enabling producers to meet tight delivery deadlines at low cost.

- **Undermining organising**: intimidating unions, firing organisers, or harassing and abusing workers can undermine workers’ efforts to organise and claim their legal rights, so reducing the costs to employers of paying for their rightful benefits.

- **Looking good**: when pressured to meet labour standards, many producers comply only with the most visible ones. Some fake compliance by falsifying records, hiding their use of sub-contractors, and intimidating workers into saying the right thing.

As shown in chapters 3 and 4, these employment strategies are being played out time and again in the fields and factories, workshops and homes found at the end of many retailers’ and brands’ global supply chains.

Governments’ strategies on labour laws and practices

Governments face a range of choices in how they ensure that their country gains from trade. They can raise competitiveness by cutting costs: making labour cheaper and more flexible. No need for investors to pay – nor for states, at least in the short term. The resulting costs of precarious employment fall particularly on women workers and their families – and create a potential long-term liability for society.
Some regional agreements contain clauses obliging signatory governments to respect labour standards, but these vary in their strength and effectiveness. For example, NAFTA, the agreement between the USA, Mexico, and Canada, contains a clause on labour, but only in a side agreement, and only requires governments to enforce their own labour laws, instead of meeting internationally agreed standards. The proposed text for the Free Trade Area of the Americas provides even weaker protection, merely requiring countries to ‘strive to ensure’ that their existing labour laws are not relaxed in order to attract foreign investment. Likewise, labour clauses of varying strengths exist in bilateral trade agreements, such as those that the USA has drawn up with Chile and Jordan. And the USA and the EU sometimes attach labour conditions in granting trade preferences to developing countries: the USA, for example, increased quota access for Cambodian garments and textiles in 2000 in part as a result of that country’s progress in implementing national labour laws and complying with international core labour standards.

Such clauses in regional, bilateral, and access agreements could potentially play a valuable role in protecting labour rights. But, as with the wider debate on social clauses, there is a need to be cautious ... a serious attempt to improve working conditions and livelihoods of workers, or are there for protectionist purposes.

Investor pressure: foreign and local

The mobility of foreign investors leads some governments to attract them with a labourforce whose costs and flexibility fit with the demands of global buyers. Sometimes those demands are explicit. The American Chamber of Commerce in China claimed, in its 2002 white paper, that the costs of labour in China were getting too high in relation to the rest of Asia, and that the government’s requirements for investors to pay towards social protection were unreasonable, complaining that ‘recent legislation requiring a minimum wage and benefits for part-time workers has also placed an additional cost burden on employers’. 20

Domestic investors depend on staying cheap and flexible in order to keep a place in supply chains. When labour laws clash with the dictates of the global market, many blame the ‘rigidities’ of national laws, not the excessive ‘flexibility’ demanded by retailers’ and brands’ sourcing strategies. According to one Moroccan garment factory owner, ‘Our struggle is with the government to be competitive with countries further east where salaries are much lower. I place a lot of importance on what clients tell me – I accept all their pressures.’ 22 Others like him can use their political influence through employers’
associations or as part of national or provincial elites to make it happen. In Sri Lanka, for example, the government and the highly influential Federation of Apparel Manufacturers have drawn up a strategy — without involving unions — to make the labour law more flexible to cope with the phase-out of the Multi-Fibre Arrangement.

**World Bank and IMF advice**

Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, the IMF and the World Bank recommended and required, through loan conditionality, that governments make their labour laws more ‘flexible’. At the same time, they failed to insist that workers be empowered to represent their own interests in this process through trade unions and collective bargaining. Both institutions pushed policies to increase the use of temporary contracts, reduce maternity and social security benefits, extend overtime, and cut minimum wages across countries. In stark contrast, the right to union organisation and collective bargaining was left aside: in 1999 James Wolfensohn, President of the World Bank, said that the institution did not support these rights, because it did not ‘get involved in national politics’.22

More recently, the World Bank has stated support for core labour standards, at least from its headquarters. Further, a 2002 World Bank study on the effects of unions and collective bargaining in the global economy found that on average workers who belong to trade unions earn higher wages, work fewer hours, receive more training, and have longer job tenure. It also found that labour markets are better protected against the economic shocks associated with globalisation and liberalisation where collective bargaining exists.23 But according to the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU), ‘In contrast to the worker-friendly statements at the global level, country-level Bank staff still routinely advise governments to, in effect, violate the core labour standards by making access to unionisation and collective bargaining more difficult.’24

In 2003 the World Bank’s private-sector lending arm, the International Finance Corporation, committed to making respect for trade union organising and collective bargaining part of its lending conditions. The IFC approved more than US$5bn in new projects for developing countries that year — but it is still just a fraction of the World Bank’s total lending portfolio into which the policy could be introduced.25

**Ideological overdose**

When the IMF and World Bank recommend ‘labour market flexibility’, too often it is a euphemism for weakening labour laws. The following examples illustrate their systematic advice to governments on labour policies.

**Facilitate ‘flexible’ contracts**

In 2002, the World Bank in Mexico called for ‘eliminating labour-related rigidities’ including ‘the current system of severance payments; collective bargaining and industry-binding contracts … restrictions to temporary, fixed-term, and apprenticeship contracts’.

**Limiting collective bargaining**

In 2001, the IMF in Chile ‘viewed favourably certain aspects of the [government’s] proposal (such as allowing collective bargaining at the inter-firm level …) which would reduce labour market flexibility …’

**Increase overtime hours, cut overtime pay**

In Colombia, the IMF Stand-by Arrangement, signed by the government in 2002, made new loans conditional on reforms, including labour reforms that ‘should reduce labour costs by extending daytime working hours and reducing overtime charges and severance payments’.

**Reduce gender-sensitive benefits**

The World Bank in Bangladesh in 1996 advised the government to ‘avoid introducing new regulations that increase the cost of female workers and thereby discourage their employment, such as maternity leave policies and regulations against women’s working at night. Women have had good access to formal sector jobs in garments, where regulations have been minimal.’

For any single country, this advice from international financial institutions may seem necessary to stay competitive with other cheap and ‘flexible’ countries. But the advice to ‘flexibilise’ has been given systematically to many developing countries. The result? Countries are still in tough competition over labour costs, but all at lower levels of labour protection. Workers’ rights are simply being traded away.
Governments’ response: trading away workers’ rights

In the face of these commercial and ideological pressures, many governments follow a double strategy: attracting investors with financial breaks, and attracting them with low-cost and flexible labour. Both approaches give too much away.

Export processing zones – industrial parks offering tax holidays, duty exemptions, and investment-allowance reductions – have been popular incentives to draw in foreign investors. In 1975 there were around 80 EPZs, spread across 25 countries. By 2002 the total exceeded 3,000 EPZs in 116 countries. But according to both the World Bank and McKinsey, a leading business consultancy, these incentives rarely work. Instead, they set national and provincial governments bidding against each other, so reducing the gains from investment for them all. Benefit-free, union-free, and flexible labour is also a popular incentive offered to investors. And governments can end up bidding against each other, giving away many of the gains from trade to be had for workers, and for long-term development.

Promoting flexibility

Many governments passed laws in the 1990s to encourage flexibility – such as the easier use of temporary contracts and sub-contracting, more flexible working hours, reduced severance pay, lower overtime payments, and easier contract termination.

Giving away too much

The World Bank has criticised governments on two fronts for offering financial incentives to foreign investors. What the Bank ignores is that both criticisms apply equally to offering flexible and benefit-free labour.

Ignoring hidden costs

According to the World Bank, financial incentives to attract investors are often excessive ‘because benefits (a new manufacturing plant, jobs created) are visible, whereas costs are hidden (tax revenues are forgone), governments may offer too much.’ But, likewise, governments offering union-free workplaces and benefit-free contracts overlook the hidden costs of precarious employment that fall on workers and their families – and the long-term costs to the State of poor health and insecure communities.

Bidding wars where all workers lose out

The World Bank says ‘The use of investment incentives by developing countries poses a possible international coordination problem … [T]he possibility of excessive “competition” among developing countries may increase the likelihood that the “winning” country will have given away far more than it receives.’ But at the same time, excessive competition through labour market flexibility increases the likelihood that ‘winning’ countries – and their workers – lose out on their fair share of the gains from trade.

In China, for example, since the 1980s most migrant workers get only one-year contracts, and migrants across provinces lose their right of residence if they lose their jobs. It works well for employers, but it makes migrant workers extremely vulnerable. According to the Shenzhen Labour Bureau, ‘The major component of the labour service market is temporary workers. Their characteristic is that they are active and flexible in the market. They are assiduous, hardworking, easily manageable and economically productive … If there is work, they come; if not, they go. This lessens the burden on enterprises, solves the problem of labour use and at the same time does not result in urban overpopulation.’ In other countries, too, labour law reforms have led to more workers facing repeated short-term hiring, with fewer benefits and with less bargaining power to push for their rights at work.

Fewer rights for export sector workers

Workers employed in EPZs can be denied the protection of national laws on minimum wages, hiring and firing restrictions, and rights to unionise, bargain collectively, and strike. The ICFTU’s 2003 survey of trade union rights documented at least 16 countries – including Bangladesh, South Korea, and Malaysia – where workers in the EPZs had fewer rights in law than those outside. In rich countries, too, exclusions of workers in some low-skill import-competing sectors have persisted for decades: in the United States and parts of Canada, for example, agricultural workers are excluded from the labour rights protections covering almost all other workers in the country.

Overlooking violations

Rather than weaken labour laws, a far greater number of governments simply fail to enforce them. A tacit understanding is built with employers that certain labour violations will not be challenged. The ICFTU documented cases in at least 12 countries where governments failed to protect the rights of workers in export processing zones in 2002, from Kenya and the Philippines to Viet Nam and Dominican Republic. The severe under-funding of labour inspectors in most countries testifies to the governments’ inability even to know what is happening in most workplaces. And the absence of a gender perspective in inspection routines means that many problems facing women workers are commonly not detected.

The result? Instead of ensuring fair and sustainable gains from trade for workers, many governments are trading away workers’ rights in the hope of a place in global supply chains. Weaker laws and lax enforcement of the law give a strong signal to producers to keep pursuing their strategies of employing workers in precarious ways.

Together, the influence of retailer and brand sourcing strategies and the result of government trade-promotion strategies strongly shapes the employment choices made by producers, and are turning potentially empowering jobs into precarious jobs. Chapter 3 shows these dynamics for the garment industry, chapter 4 for fresh produce.
Clothing the world

In Cambodia, one young woman in five is employed in a garment factory, producing primarily for export to the USA and the EU. The industry generates valuable revenue, but garment workers are still not getting their fair share of the gains.
The clothing industry is big business: the world’s consumers spent around US$1 trillion buying clothes in 2000, with around one third of sales in Western Europe, one third in North America, and one quarter in Asia.

The cut–make–trim stage of garment production – where cloth turns into clothes – is a highly labour-intensive industry. No invention can yet compete with the speed and dexterity of a worker, usually a woman, at a sewing machine. And since sewing machines are cheap and mobile, investors have, for decades, shifted their factories around the world in search of new low-cost, competitive locations, knowing they will find workers wherever they go.

**Worldwide manufacturers face retailer and brand power**

Clothing factories, once located near to designers and retailers in the USA and Europe, started opening up in East Asia in the 1960s and have since been established on every continent, now providing valuable exports in a wide range of countries. Today, at least 70 countries look to garments for export success, and thousands of manufacturers – both local owners and foreign investors – are vying for a place in big brands’ and retailers’ supply chains. Why in such diverse locations? A mix of four factors influences location:

- **Low cost:** investors want quality, speed, and flexibility at a low price, so they seek cheap labour – as long as it comes with a stable economy, reliable electricity and phone lines, efficient shipping services, and easy access to fabrics.
- **Proximity to customers:** speed from the factory to the store is a premium for high fashion clothing, so drawing production closer to consumers. In the 1990s, US buyers turned more to Mexico and Dominican Republic; European buyers started sourcing in Morocco and Romania.
- **Government giveaways:** many governments attempt to draw foreign investors with tax holidays, investment allowances, and even a ‘union-free’ workforce, by setting up export processing zones.
- **Trade preferences:** shifting rich-country trade barriers keep garment investors on the move, in search of the latest tariff cuts. The African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA), giving sub-Saharan African exports duty- and tariff-free access to the USA, has drawn many Asian investors to set up garment factories in Kenya, Lesotho, and Swaziland. For 30 years the USA, Canada, and much of Europe have used quotas under the Multi-Fibre Arrangement to limit imports from developing countries. If it is phased out on schedule by 2005, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Cambodia, and others fear they will lose many jobs to China.

**Garment exports from selected countries**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Value of garment exports, US$bn 2001</th>
<th>% of economy’s total merchandise exports 2001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>$36.6</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>$8.0</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>$6.0</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>$5.1</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>$4.5</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>$3.6</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>$2.8</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominican Republic</td>
<td>$2.7</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>$2.4</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>$2.3</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>$1.3</td>
<td>82%*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>$0.5</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: World Trade Organization

* 2002 data

The clothing industry is big business: the world’s consumers spent around US$1 trillion buying clothes in 2000, with around one third of sales in Western Europe, one third in North America, and one quarter in Asia. The biggest profits lie in branding and retailing. For brand companies, image and reputation are intangible assets, but they can be worth billions: in 2003 the value of Nike’s brand alone was estimated at US$8.2bn, Gap’s brand at US$7.7bn, and Levi’s brand at US$3.3bn. Multiple store retailers dominate clothing sales in rich countries: by the late 1990s, they had captured 70 per cent of the market in Western Europe and 85 per cent in the United States. In 2001, the top five department stores in the USA – led by Sears Roebuck and JC Penney – controlled 36 per cent of department store sales.

‘I would like the people who buy these clothes to know their real cost, in terms of the sacrifices we make to produce them.’

Marta, 34, a former garment worker in Honduras
Speeding it up

Retailers and brand owners are raising profits by cutting their costs and risks with ‘just-in-time’ ordering. They plan styles closer to, and even during, the fashion season, place smaller initial orders, reorder more frequently, and demand delivery just in time for selling in the shops. It reduces their exposure to fickle fashion trends, cuts down warehousing costs, and minimises the cash needed to operate – all good for raising shareholder value.

Two to four fashion ‘seasons’ each year was once an industry standard: now the norm is six to eight. At the leading edge, Spanish brand Zara can put together a clothing range in seven to 30 days and then replenish the stores in just five days. Specialty fashion retailers, like Zara and H&M, focus on faster-changing products at ‘value’ prices. ‘The ability of these specialty [retail] chains to implement faster and more flexible supply chains is giving them a real competitive advantage,’ according to retail analyst Ira Kalish. ‘These companies are particularly adept at understanding what consumers buy – and want to buy – in real time and responding quickly to sales trends and customer feedback.’

Their quick-response model puts pressure on traditional retailers and department stores to keep up.

Quick response means shorter production lead times: from the day the order is received to the day that the garments must be shipped off to market. From Thailand and China to Honduras and Morocco, factory managers reported falling lead times. According to one Sri Lankan factory owner, ‘Last year the deadlines were about 90 days … [this year] the deadlines for delivery are about 60 days. Sometimes even 45 … They have drastically come down.’

Promotions at Spain’s leading department store, El Corte Inglés, drive shorter lead times in Morocco. ‘Three years ago a standard order could take a month,’ explained one factory manager. ‘These days there are some orders where the lorry arrives on a Tuesday, and on Saturday it’s on its way back to Spain with the finished articles. This is because in Spain they have these “Fantastic Weeks” … and the order is very urgent.’

That urgency turns into intense pressure for garment workers, as shown overleaf. Poor planning by brands and retailers can further raise the pressure: some companies delay sending samples and make last-minute changes but still demand that production is completed on time, or place rush orders when shop suppliers are running low. Factories that miss shipping deadlines can face hefty airfreight charges and lose their reputations; instead, they will go to extreme lengths – and work long hours – to deliver on time.

‘Buyers pressure factories to deliver quality products with ever-shorter lead times. Most factories just don’t have the tools and expertise to manage this effectively, so they put the squeeze on the workers. It’s the only margin they have to play with.’

Rosey Hurst, director of Impactt, ethical supply chain consultancy

Hemmed in: pressure down the supply chain

Some retailers and brands use mid-chain suppliers to manage the production process, from fabric and component sourcing, design and product development, to identifying and negotiating with manufacturers, coordinating production, and logistics, packaging, and shipping services. Mid-chain suppliers can become multi-billion dollar multinationals in their own right, but are barely known by name. Other retailers and brands aim to strip out the costs of mid-chain agents by setting up their own regional offices, and sourcing direct from factories that take on more steps and upgrade to be ‘full package’ suppliers themselves. In either case, the focus is on speeding up production, cutting prices, and seeking locations offering ever-lower costs. Labour standards are usually far down the list of priorities – and workers bear the brunt of it.

The unknown giants in garment supply chains

Few shoppers have heard of Makalot, Li & Fung, or Esquel, but millions wear the clothes that they make for brands like Tommy Hilfiger, Abercrombie and Fitch, and Gap. These and other Asian multinational companies have low public profiles, but some are multi-billion dollar power-bases in the middle of garment supply chains. Many started out as manufacturers in Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, and South Korea, then moved production overseas to cheaper locations. Now they specialise in coordinating production in their own and sub-contractors’ factories, from Central America to Africa. Under pressure on price and speed, they often pass the pressure on to factories and workers down the chain. Unrecognised by consumers, and out of the eye of the media, they face little scrutiny.

Campaigning can make a difference to their practices. Taiwan-based Nien Hsing Textile Company is the world’s biggest denim and jeans manufacturer and made profits of US$56m in 2002. Some of those profits came from its two factories in Lesotho, where 7,500 workers were making jeans for US and Canadian clients including Kmart, Sears, Gap, and Cherokee. Workers reported cases of repeat hiring on lower-paid ‘casual’ contracts year after year, unpaid benefits, verbal harassment, physical abuse, and dangerous conditions. Internationally, unions and NGOs in Europe, the USA, and Canada started drawing public attention to the case. In Lesotho, regional and local unions started an organising campaign to create a union for the two factories. The combined pressure led, in July 2002, to Nien Hsing committing itself to recognise and enter into collective bargaining with that union, once a majority of workers were recruited.7
El Corte Inglés

Company information
El Corte Inglés controls more than 90 per cent of Spain’s department stores, with 110 stores in Spain, additional stores in Portugal, and total sales in 2002 of €11.9bn (US$14.2bn). Pre-tax profits have more than doubled since 1997, reaching €640m (US$762m) in 2002. The company is privately owned; the president is Isidoro Álvarez.

Supply chain strategy
- Induyco, a garment sourcing company, works closely with the El Corte Inglés group. It supplied over 12bn items of clothing in 2001 from almost all factories, and they are paid only 55 per cent of the minimum wage. ‘11.9bn €’
- Most workers are single women, aged 20 to 30. One in three is illiterate. Many have no written contract; others are hired repeatedly on three-month contracts.
- ‘There is no work law here – the only thing that matters is that we work a lot in a short space of time. There are no rights.’
- ‘They deduct social security contributions from your payslip, but you don’t know if the money will ever reach the social security department. If you go to check whether or not you are registered and then complain, they’ll fire you.’
- ‘They always want higher quality garments, the price goes down due to competition and you’re in no position to argue. At times the orders are extremely urgent and we accept them.’
- ‘The shops always need to be full of new designs. They (the buyers) give you an order today that should be ready in a week because they need to put it immediately in a department store ... We pull out all the stops to meet the deadlines ... Our image is on the line.’
- ‘It is forbidden to talk about unions in the factories in Tangier. If they hear you talk about unions, they fire you.’

Ethical policy
There is no evidence that El Corte Inglés has a publicly stated code of conduct for labour standards in its supply chains.

Moroccan producers
At least 11 independent, small- to medium-sized factories in Tangier receive orders from Induyco for El Corte Inglés and other Spanish retailers. Together the factories employ more than 6,500 women, producing shirts, trousers, dresses, skirts, and children’s clothes.

- Falling prices All factories interviewed reported falling prices, on average around 30 per cent over three years. ‘Prices fell every year ... a pair of trousers worth €3.30 (US$3.90) three years ago is now worth €2 (US$2.40),’ said one factory manager. ‘They always want higher quality garments, the price goes down due to competition and you’re in no position to argue. At times the orders are extremely urgent and we accept them.’
- Production planning and lead times In the last three years, lead times have fallen from 14 days to 5 or 7 days – some of the shortest in the industry.

- Precarious employment for women workers
Most workers are single women, aged 20 to 30. One in three is illiterate. Many have no written contract; others are hired repeatedly on three-month contracts.

- Excessive overtime
In high season, workers face 12–13 hour days, even up to 16 hours. By law, overtime must be paid 25 per cent extra. It is not. In one factory, workers faced around 90 hours of overtime in July. They should each have earned €300 (US$357). Instead they got €150–180 (US$179–214). ‘Whenever I’ve asked why they don’t pay us the 25 per cent extra for overtime hours ... I created problems for myself which ended up with them sacking me.’

- Denied rightful benefits
In some factories, up to half of the workers are not declared to social security. Others cannot claim benefits through it. ‘They deduct social security contributions from your payslip, but you don’t know if the money will ever reach the social security department. If you go to check whether or not you are registered and then complain, they’ll fire you.’

- Undermined in organising
Unions have faced twenty years of repression in Morocco. ‘It is forbidden to talk about unions in the factories in Tangier. If they hear you talk about unions, they fire you.’

- Heavily underpaid
Young women aged 14–18 make up 10 to 20 per cent of the workforce in almost all factories, and they are paid only 55 per cent of the minimum wage. ‘They pay as little as they can get away with.’

- Stress and health
Women reported exhaustion, backache, eyestrain, respiratory problems, burns, and needle injuries. In all factories, workers’ use of toilets is restricted and monitored – kidney problems are common as a result.

- Ethical policy
There is no evidence that El Corte Inglés has a publicly stated code of conduct for labour standards in its supply chains.
Moving on

The garment industry is in a state of constant flux, with mid-chain suppliers and sourcing companies ready to switch factories or countries for a small price cut. Such short-termism is greatly exacerbated by the impending phase-out of the Multi-Fibre Arrangement. ‘In the textile sector, you live on a day by day basis, so we don’t think too much beyond 2005,’ said one garment factory director in Cambodia.16 In Indonesia, South Korean garment factory owners are likewise at the ready to move on. According to the Director of the Korean Trade Centre in Jakarta, ‘The investors keep saying to me that the circumstances have gotten worse as they see labour movements rising... They are eyeing China and Viet Nam as new locations.’17 But even within China, investors focus on short-term returns. ‘I am a typical Hong Kong entrepreneur,’ said one factory director, currently in Shenzhen. ‘Hong Kong businessmen won’t invest huge money to wait for luck in the future. We’ve got no point to wait for returns beyond five years’ time. Things change rapidly, especially in China, you know.’14

Squeezing producers’ margins

Growing global competition among producers is driving prices down. So too is the competition among retailers, who entice consumers with ‘perpetual sales’. In the USA, for example, garment retail prices have lagged behind inflation since 1992 and have been falling since 1999.15 The strategy is led by the high volume, low price retailers like Wal-Mart and Target, and their growing market share. By 2002, one in five US consumers bought most of their clothes from ‘mass merchants’ like these, and one in every eight garments came from Wal-Mart.16 Retailers protect their profits by demanding lower prices from suppliers and adding on charges. ‘Marketing contributions’, for example, can be levied on suppliers to pay for shop display space or for a place in a catalogue; when profits drop, some retailers send buyers out to get ‘profit contributions’ from suppliers to boost them back up.

The combined effect is passed down to producers as falling prices, while production costs are rising for many. According to a manager of a Sri Lankan factory with good labour standards, ‘Our wage and electricity costs have increased around twenty per cent over the past five years, yet the prices we receive have gone down by 35 per cent in the past eighteen months alone. I feel that prices are reaching rock bottom in Sri Lanka and I am not sure how we will survive.’17 In Honduras two factories producing T-shirts for export reported that the price paid per dozen had fallen from US$3.70 in 2000 to US$2.85 in 2003 – a 23 per cent drop in three years.18 In China, too, average garment export prices fell 10 per cent between 1997 and 2002, while production costs rose 10 per cent from 1999 to 2002 – in part due to smaller and more varied orders.19

Wal-Mart worldwide: who pays for price cuts?

‘Always low prices’ promises the world’s biggest retailer. With sales of US$245bn in 2002, Wal-Mart is number one in the USA, Canada, and Mexico, and making inroads into China, Brazil, and South Korea. Investors like the company: the share price has quadrupled since 1994.20 Consumers like it too: in 2002 four out of five US households shopped there, and the company cut its prices for US customers by US$22bn. But producers and their employees worldwide bear the cost of those price cuts.

One US-owned factory in Kenya making jeans for Wal-Mart knows the pressure. Wal-Mart buys direct from the factory, but pushes down the price it pays by getting quotations from several global sourcing agents and challenging the factory to match the lowest price. In addition, Wal-Mart’s buyers demand to know the price of every component and step involved in production, eliminating any profit margins on inputs. Factory workers are left to face the squeeze. Excessive hourly production targets are almost impossible to reach. Few dare complain. Wal-Mart’s own code of conduct is silent on trade union rights, but this factory has its own code. Rule Number Four: ‘Every employee is entitled to freedom of association. You are free to join a trade union if you wish.’ In April 2003, when they went on strike to demand decent pay, most union members were fired. Julia, a clerical worker, was rehired. ‘Me, they gave me my job back. I was very lucky,’ she said. ‘When I got there the management told me “Next time, Julia, don’t do that again.” You did bad to join a union… Everybody wants the trade union, but they can’t say it… So we just keep quiet.’21 Facing low profits and strict shipping deadlines, the factory manager sub-contracts orders out to another factory in Nairobi and pays that sub-contractor even less. No wonder that workers there face worse conditions. ‘There are people working day, night, day, night without sleeping,’ said 33 year old Miriam, a sewing operator there, ‘because they are told “You are not meeting the target, and the shipment is very near. And if the ship goes, we will transport these garments by air and it is very costly.”’22 Overtime is long and underpaid, sexual harassment is rife, and fear of being fired stifles complaint.

The Kenya Human Rights Commission, together with Workers’ Rights Watch, a network of unions and NGOs, is campaigning for workers like these to be paid maternity leave, to receive a living wage, and to have the freedom to join trade unions. But targeting factory owners and managers alone cannot solve the problem. ‘I hear that civil society considers the sourcing companies like Wal-Mart to be allies,’ said the director of one leading EPZ factory. ‘You think that they can put pressure on us to improve the working conditions here. We should be putting pressure on them – for all they care, they want the products on time and at the correct price.’22
Second, even good inspections cannot prevent all labour rights violations, because they only capture half the story. By focusing on problems at the point of production, factory inspections ignore the role of brands and retailers’ own purchasing practices in creating those problems. Excessive overtime is often the result of buyers demanding unrealistic delivery deadlines, then adding delays and sample changes at short notice. When retailers make no commitment to working with a factory, they undermine the manager’s motivation to implement their code. ‘I spent three years getting up to compliance with the SA8000 standard,’ said one factory owner in Thailand, ‘and then the customer who had asked for it in the first place left and went to China.’ When retail buyers face performance incentives focused only on making margins and keeping the store shelves stocked, they are unlikely to worry how such cheap and flexible production is achieved. ‘The buyers are not too particular about the sub-contracting factories meeting compliance issues,’ said one Sri Lankan agent handling orders for Versace. ‘We sometimes turn a blind eye too. We have to, or else we can’t meet the deadlines or the low costs.’

End the double standards!

Five purchasing practices that undermine labour standards in garment supply chains:

- changing and delaying samples without extending shipping deadlines, often resulting in excessive overtime and sub-contracting;
- withdrawing when labour-standard violations are discovered, instead of working with the producer to become compliant;
- switching frequently between producers, undermining their commitments to long-term progress on labour standards;
- sourcing through agents and mid-chain suppliers who do not provide information on producers and workers down the chain;
- demanding improvements in labour conditions from producers without making the adjustments to price or delivery time required to make it possible.

Looking out for labour standards?

Quality, delivery, and price are key sourcing criteria – but what about labour standards? After ten years of initiatives in the garment sector, codes of conduct can be found posted on factory walls around the world. But workers’ reports of insecure contracts, low wages and long overtime, extreme pressure, union busting, harassment, and extensive sub-contracting are still widespread. Why?

Far too few retailers and brands take labour standards seriously. Some have no published code of conduct, some others write their own codes but with weak standards and little effort to enforce them. A recent OECD survey of corporate codes of conduct found that out of 97 codes relating to the garment industry, fewer than half mention freedom of association, and two-thirds make no mention of monitoring systems.

Model codes based on international labour standards have been drawn up by companies, unions, and NGOs collaborating in multi-stakeholder initiatives such as the Ethical Trading Initiative in the UK, Fair Wear Foundation in the Netherlands, Workers’ Rights Consortium, the Fair Labour Association, and Social Accountability International in the United States. Many leading retail and brand companies are members, and some have recruited ethical specialists and conducted multiple inspections. There have been some important improvements as a result, especially in the large factories that receive orders directly. Key changes commonly include: keeping more systematic records, paying minimum wages, reducing overtime, and implementing better environmental, health, and safety policies. ‘After a while the auditors from the US came,’ said one Honduran factory manager, ‘asking that we pay our employees better, that we improve the working conditions, that we pay and not discriminate. The investors are a key factor in all these processes in the industry.’ Pressure from retailers and brands can clearly play an important role in improving working conditions – but there are still significant barriers to doing this.

First, many companies’ inspections are too quick, fail to involve workers and credible local organisations, and focus on a checklist of health and safety standards. One Sri Lankan manager described the priorities of visiting inspectors. ‘They are very particular about the toilets,’ he said. ‘Recently they wanted the company to have a fire assembly point and to mark it clearly and to increase the lighting. Further they wanted the doors to open outward and not inward. The company had to renovate the building according to these recommendations and bear the cost.’ Less visible problems – union restrictions, forced pregnancy testing, unpaid health benefits, and hidden homeworkers – are easily overlooked in such an approach.

‘I used to send workers to the hospital every week – they were suffering sheer exhaustion, fainting, losing their minds … Sometimes I pass my former employees in the street – I dare not ask them about their health.’ Former garment factory owner, Thailand
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Contract workers are sometimes brought in to expand the workforce temporarily without taking on employees. ‘We use sub-contractors for Speedo,’ explained one Sri Lankan factory manager. ‘The embroidery of the logo is done by workers to whom subcontracting has been done … We own the machines. The employees come under some other employer who looks after their welfare. We don’t pay those employees. We only deal with their employer.’

Sub-contracted workers face more precarious conditions and are less able to join unions. In one factory in Thailand, sub-contracted workers made up 10 per cent of the workforce. ‘You can tell which ones they are,’ said Nok, a union member, ‘because they wear a different uniform and they work on a different line. If they try to join the union and the factory owner finds out, he calls the sub-contractor and then the sub-contractor moves them to another factory.’

Not surprisingly, these workers are rarely to be seen when labour inspectors visit.

Pay and productivity under pressure

Lacking the training and technology to raise productivity through better management and production methods, many factory managers simply pay workers low wages, set excessive targets, and demand long hours.

Workers in export processing zones are typically paid at least the minimum wage, but it is usually not nearly enough for a family to live on. Employers know it, and could raise productivity by raising wages but can face peer pressure not to do so. In Morocco, women workers are typically paid 8.5 dirhams (US 93 cents) per hour: the exact minimum wage. ‘One of the bosses, who was a foreigner, wanted to pay 10 dirhams [US$1.10] per hour and the [government] inspector told him no,’ explained an official at the Spanish Chambers of Commerce in Tangier. ‘He told him to pay 8.5 dirhams and that to do anything else would be dangerous because it wouldn’t go down well with the other companies.’

Caught in the contradiction between buyers’ demands for speed and low costs, and their codes requiring no excessive overtime, some managers simply increase hourly production targets. The impact on workers? Higher workloads for lower wages. ‘Since no night work is allowed … the hourly targets have increased dramatically and we have to work extra hard,’ said one young Sri Lankan woman. ‘If night work were allowed, we would be paid overtime and the hourly targets would reduce too. That would be so much better than squeezing us.’

Problems with excessive overtime led the Sri Lankan government to raise the legal limit on overtime dramatically to 60 hours per month, far above the ILO’s standard of 12 hours per week – to accommodate the pressure of buyers’ delivery deadlines. It still has not solved the underlying problem, because buyers’ pressures have not changed. ‘We try to restrict overtime to 60 hours a month,’ said the manager of one large factory. ‘However sometimes we are forced to do much more.’

Factory managers: passing it on to workers

‘Most of the places I go all over the world, the contractor is not out of compliance because he wants to be or because he deliberately wants to cut corners. The problems with overtime, the problems with minimum wages or piece rate, the problems with harassment and abuse are because these factories are run on an incredibly crude basis. The retailers and the big brands are expecting very, very high levels of performance, and they keep raising the bar in terms of speed, cost, and quality. And what these contractors do when faced with that type of challenge is work harder rather than smarter.’

Auret van Heerden, executive director at the Fair Labor Association

The world’s best garment factories try to meet the challenge in smart ways: better management and planning and respect for workers’ rights. In Sri Lanka and Bangladesh, for example, leading factories pay above-average wages on good contracts, achieve high productivity, and so require little or no overtime. But these examples are the exception, not the norm. Most managers have no access to the management tools and training they need – and very few brands and retailers support them in getting it. Alternative responses to the challenge are more common: hiring women and migrants on insecure contracts, sub-contracting out, pressuring employees, undermining workers’ organisations – and faking compliance with codes of conduct. Exacerbating the situation, many governments implicitly and explicitly reinforce these crude strategies by weakening labour laws and overlooking violations.

Hiring women and migrants on insecure contracts

Women, usually young and often migrants, dominate in the cut–make–trim stage of garment production. In Kenya women make up 75 per cent of the factory workforce, in Sri Lanka 85 per cent. It reaches 90 per cent in Cambodia – where an astonishing one in five of all 18–25 year-old women in the country is employed in the garment industry. Many are migrants from rural areas who have left behind their communities. Guangdong province, China’s economic powerhouse, is a temporary home to 26 million migrant workers. Four out of five of those in the garment sector are women under 25. Since migrants across provincial boundaries lose their right of residence if they lose their job, they lose their bargaining power too: 60 per cent of those interviewed had no written contract, and 90 per cent no social insurance.

In Honduras, a growing trend among employers facing gaps between their orders is to send employees away without pay for any time between 15 days and six months, undermining their income security. Women make up 85 per cent of workers in Bangladesh’s garment sector. Women, usually young and often migrants, dominate in the cut–make–trim stage of garment production. In Kenya women make up 75 per cent of the factory workforce, in Sri Lanka 85 per cent. It reaches 90 per cent in Cambodia – where an astonishing one in five of all 18–25 year-old women in the country is employed in the garment industry. Many are migrants from rural areas who have left behind their communities. Guangdong province, China’s economic powerhouse, is a temporary home to 26 million migrant workers. Four out of five of those in the garment sector are women under 25. Since migrants across provincial boundaries lose their right of residence if they lose their job, they lose their bargaining power too: 60 per cent of those interviewed had no written contract, and 90 per cent no social insurance.

In Honduras, a growing trend among employers facing gaps between their orders is to send employees away without pay for any time between 15 days and six months, undermining their income security. Women make up 85 per cent of workers in Bangladesh’s garment sector.
lower pay, written contracts are rare, few workers are ever enrolled in social security schemes, and working conditions are cramped and often hazardous. In 2002, the closure of a large Thai company producing for international brands revealed an extensive network of sub-contracting and extremely harsh conditions for workers (see box below).

Undermining organising

Factory managers in many countries are threatened by the prospect of empowered workers. ‘We do not at all encourage trade unions,’ explained one Sri Lankan employer producing for Gap and Wal-Mart. ‘Rather we completely discourage them. Even though at one time the buyers demanded that we permit the setting up of trade unions, we refused. We don’t see the need for trade unions. If there is a problem, the employees can report to the management.’

The tactics for undermining unions are diverse, and governments can exacerbate the problem. In some countries, such as China, there are legal barriers to establishing representative and democratic trade unions. And many companies take advantage of it. ‘As soon as a union is organised in a factory, management threatens to relocate to China or Viet Nam,’ said Reynaldo, a union organiser in export processing zones in the Philippines.

Sub-contracted out of sight in Thailand

In August 2002, Bed and Bath Prestige, a Thai garment manufacturing company, was receiving orders for Levi’s, Nike, Adidas, Harley Davidson, and many American universities. Then it closed down overnight, leaving its 900 workers with no severance pay and owed millions of baht in wages. Many of the former workers organised to fight for their rights and, in doing so, pieced together what they knew about the company’s operations, revealing an extensive network of sub-contracting.

Orders had been accepted far in excess of the factory’s capacity and sub-contracted out to workshops employing around 1,100 workers. Eight of those workshops were in Mae Sod, on the border with Burma, where four out of five workers were Burmese migrants, many illegal. ‘They were paid 40 to 50 baht per day,’ recalled one former employee from Bed and Bath’s official factory (that is, US$1–1.25, around 30 per cent of the minimum wage). ‘And because the sub-contractors’ shops are hidden inside or upstairs, outsiders could hardly know about their operations.’

Out of sight and outside the law, these workers endure 12-hour days and intense harassment from the police. HIV/AIDS and abortions are both problems arising from the mixed dormitories and workers’ lack of sex education. Pregnant women are fired, and the migrants’ children, with no access to education, often fall into gangs and crime.
Some employers refuse to recognise or negotiate with unions, violating the workers’ right to collective bargaining. Committee members in several Thai garment factory unions reported that they would be the first to be laid off when orders fell, or would be continually excluded from overtime shifts, reduced to a basic wage too low to live off. Honduran garment workers say that a reputation for activism will follow them. ‘If you apply to a new factory,’ explained one woman, ‘the management gets in touch with your old employer to find out why you left. If it was because you were in the union, you’ll get turned down.’

Faking it
Caught between intense production pressure and inspections of labour standards, some factories rely on fooling inspectors – and when visits are quick, announced in advance, and conducted by foreigners, it is relatively easy. Double book keeping hides the long hours. Gita, working in a leading Sri Lankan garment factory, each month receives a paper bag that has her pay slip printed on it – but with no mention of her overtime hours. Inside the bag, with her earnings, is another piece of paper. She explained, ‘This is the overtime pay. The company does not include overtime payment in the pay-slip itself, because then the people coming to the factory would know that we have been working more than the overtime hours allowed. We have been instructed by the company not to show this piece of paper when they come to question us.’

Coaching and bribing workers is common. One pregnant Thai worker described the instructions from the personnel manager before an inspection. ‘He said the customer will ask “Do you work overtime?” and we have to say “No!” But in reality pregnant workers work overtime and on Sunday as well. We sometimes work until two in the morning or till dawn, but we have to say that we work overtime only until eight in the evening … If we lie, we will get paid 400 baht [two days’ wages].’ In China, several factory managers admitted to using an array of tools for passing the compliance test, despite extreme violations of the code’s standards (see table opposite).

Governments can make it easy for factories to get away with poor labour standards. In Kenya, labour inspectors did not have the right to enter export processing zones until mid-2003. The government of Bangladesh, under pressure to introduce reforms in order to retain US trade preferences, and aiming to build a good reputation for labour standards, has committed itself to lifting its ban on trade union activities in EPZs by January 2004. Fierce competition in China for foreign investment between provinces can leave law enforcement a low priority. ‘The labour regulations simply are not working here – nobody cares to enforce them, not even the trade union or the labour bureau,’ said one company director in Shenzhen, China.

In many countries, labour inspectors are too few or paid too little to ensure that workers’ rights are enforced. In Thailand in 2002, there were just 600 inspectors visiting 300,000 factories – that is one inspector for every 500 factories. In Bangladesh, there is a backlog of 10,000 workers’ cases waiting for a hearing at the labour courts, and each can take four to five years to settle. In Morocco, inspectors are paid US$238 per month – just above the minimum wage – leaving them open to corruption. ‘The labour inspection means nothing,’ said one women workers’ organiser. ‘When the inspector visits the company, he meets with management. He has a coffee with the personnel boss, goes into the control room, chooses a suit, tries it on and off he goes.’ And in Bangalore, India’s fashion garment hub, one labour inspector admitted, ‘We have received instructions from above to be lenient in inspections as these factories are contributing to the economic growth of the State.’

Faking it: how to pass inspections in Guangdong province, China

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Retailers and brands sourcing from the factory</th>
<th>Monthly overtime hours (legal limit 36)</th>
<th>Workers’ experiences</th>
<th>% not receiving minimum wages according to hours worked</th>
<th>Employment status and rights</th>
<th>Management methods of deceiving inspectors and visitors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Factory A: Wal-Mart Explorer No Boundaries</td>
<td>150–200</td>
<td>Overtime often runs past midnight, and workers have only one day off each month</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>No maternity leave No social insurance coverage 60% have no contract Piece-rate pay with no overtime premium</td>
<td>False documents on wages and hours Coaching workers to answer questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factory B: Toys R Us First Impressions Wal-Mart</td>
<td>180–250</td>
<td>Workers are fined for being late, answering back to managers, and not making their beds</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>No written contracts No maternity leave No social insurance coverage Piece-rate pay with no overtime premium</td>
<td>Double sets of workers’ punch cards Coaching workers to answer questions Dismissing uncooperative workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factory C: Target Sears Tommy Hilfiger</td>
<td>80–180</td>
<td>Two to three women suffer head injuries each week after passing out from exhaustion</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>Two or three times a month the workers have to work all right. But there is no overtime, only the basic piece-rate pay</td>
<td>False documents on hours and wages Broadcasting training to workers on how to answer questions Threatening workers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Liu, K.M. (2003);
On South Africa's fruit farms, women get the seasonal and temporary jobs, year after year. Working up to 11 hours a day at harvest time, the vast majority earn only the minimum wage with no paid leave, no maternity leave, and no security of employment.
4 Injustice in the fields

Green beans and baby sweetcorn from Zambia and Kenya; fresh flowers from Colombia, Holland, or Ecuador; apples, grapes, and wine from South Africa, New Zealand, or Chile – supermarket shoppers have never had so much low-cost choice and world-wide variety delivered to their shopping baskets. But Oxfam’s research with partners in South Africa, Chile, the United States, and Colombia has found that, across different national contexts, supermarkets and food industry buyers are capturing the lion’s share of gains from this trade, while passing risks and costs on to farmers. And many farmers pass them on too, as precarious employment for the women who pick and pack their fruit and flowers.

Worldwide growers facing supermarket superpowers

In search of an escape from falling commodity prices, many countries have been turning away from maize, sugar, and coffee towards higher-value exports like fruit, flowers, and wine. The shift has been strongly encouraged by lower tariff barriers, rising consumer demand for year-round fresh food, and better technology that makes long-distance transport and storage possible and affordable.

The result is that high-value and processed foods now account for two-thirds of all agricultural trade and provide valuable export revenues and employment for many countries.

• Colombia’s cut flowers have surpassed coffee in export earnings and are second only to Holland’s in the volume traded. In 2000, the sector generated US$980 million in export earnings and employed 50,000 workers.2
• Exports of Chilean fruit more than doubled from 1982 to 1992, reaching US$1bn by 2000 and providing six per cent of the country’s total export earnings.3
• In South Africa’s Western Cape, 50 to 85 per cent of deciduous fruit (such as apples, pears, plums) is exported, with the sector contributing 20 per cent to the province’s agricultural output and employing more than 75,000 workers.4
• US exports of fruits, vegetables, flowers, wine, and other labour-intensive horticultural products grew from US$4.5bn in 1989 to US$13bn in 2002, employing 1.6m farm workers.5

Intensely competing producers

Competition to export fresh produce has grown dramatically over the past twenty years. Colombia pioneered cut-flower exports from the South in the 1970s; Ecuador, Kenya, and others later followed, and by 1999 Southern exports held 30 per cent of the global market.6 Global apple production is expected to grow more than 20 per cent between 1998 and 2003, with big export increases from China, Europe, and South America.7

Since 1994, NAFTA has intensified competition; for example, between tomato growers in Mexico and Florida,8 and between strawberry growers in the USA and Canada.9 Countries are competing harder – so too are companies. Since the late 1980s agricultural marketing boards in many countries have been replaced by many individual exporters. Such a shift typically raises efficiency and product quality, but it can also erode farmers’ leverage with overseas buyers. When South Africa’s deciduous fruit marketing board, Unifruco, was dismantled in 1994, fruit farmers as a group lost much of their bargaining power. Importers and international traders were no longer negotiating with a handful of large national exporters, but with a multitude of small and medium-sized, resource-poor local firms.10

Food retailers: global superpowers

Over the past twenty years, fresh produce in retail and food service industries has headed in the opposite direction: towards global consolidation. In the food service industry, US-based Yum Brands has 33,000 restaurants – including Taco Bell, Pizza Hut, and KFC – in over 100 countries, and is especially focusing on expansion in China, Mexico, and South Korea.11 Supermarkets – grocery retailers with multiple stores – dominate food sales in rich countries and are rapidly expanding their global presence.

• In the USA, supermarkets and even bigger ‘supercentres’ owned by companies like Wal-Mart and Kroger controlled 92 per cent of fresh-produce retailing by 1997.12 In the UK, just five supermarket chains controlled 70 per cent of the market by 2001.13
• Supermarkets now control 55 per cent of all food retailing in South Africa,14 50 per cent of fresh-produce retailing in Brazil, and 30 per cent in Argentina and Mexico.15

Source: www.planetretail.net Top 30 Grocery Retailers Worldwide

*Net sales include non-grocery goods
Freshly squeezed: pressures down the supply chain

Fresh produce is a high priority for food retailers. Placed at the front of the store, fruit and vegetables are displayed to attract new customers and to signal quality and value. They are good for profits too, typically providing retailers with 30 to 40 per cent gross profit margins – among the highest in the business.

Some supermarkets are shortening their fresh-produce supply chains by forging closer links to farms and plantations. Many have created a core of first-tier suppliers responsible for sourcing, ordering, importing, and delivering, say, the carrots or apples or mangoes needed by the supermarket. In the extreme, Wal-Mart (Ahold in the UK) nominates just one supplier for each category, in a mutually exclusive deal. Most other supermarkets divide each category among two to four suppliers, giving each 30 to 40 per cent of the business. These first-tier suppliers then set ‘programmes’ through exporters with domestic and overseas farmers, specifying the quantity and quality (but often not the price) of the produce required through the year. They are under tremendous pressure to deliver low-cost, high-quality fruit, week in, week out, just in time for putting onto the shelves.

Since supermarkets are increasingly controlling food retailing, the world’s farmers are competing for a place in their supply chains. It can be good business, especially for farmers selling top-quality and out-of-season produce. If they can meet the high standards (not easy, given the uncertainties of weather, pests, and long-distance transport), then they get the big benefit of a sure sale over the coming season. But fresh produce is a risky business. And the extreme imbalance in negotiating power between a handful of supermarkets and the world’s farmers means that most of the gains from trade are captured at the top. Supermarkets are pushing price and payment risks onto farmers and growers, controlling packaging and delivery requirements, squeezing producers’ margins, and focusing on technical, not ethical standards.

Raising risk

Some supermarkets push for exclusive agreements with growers and exporters. ‘The English are very annoying,’ said one Chilean fruit exporter supplying Asda and Tesco. ‘They are interested exclusively in their own business, they do not want me to sell to another supermarket … If I want to, I am told, “Well, stay with them then.”’

The benefit that supermarkets offer is assured sales through ‘programmes’ – but these are not binding. Agreements are often verbal, so there is no written contract to break. ‘Only a very small portion of the fruit is traded under a signed, legally binding contract,’ explained another. ‘It can sound incredible, but it is that informal.’

Source: 2003 data based on information from Deciduous Fruit Producers Trust and various exporters and importers.

Exporting apples from South Africa to UK supermarkets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Farm labour</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm inputs and packaging</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supermarket</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importer’s commission and duty</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK handling</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipping</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport and customs</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm income</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm labour</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Source                           | 2003 data based on information from Deciduous Fruit Producers Trust and various exporters and importers.
Delivery schedules for fresh produce are extremely tight. Cut flowers and baby vegetables are airfreighted from Kenya and Zambia to the UK, with supermarkets placing their orders for produce to be sent the same day. For the supermarkets, it means tight control over well-stocked shelves, but for women workers, same-day orders mean long and unforeseen overtime. Likewise, fruit transported by ship can spend two weeks at sea, but packhouses must still meet tight deadlines to ship orders in time. Add to that increasingly complex and supermarket-specific packaging, and the result for women employed in packhouses is long hours of working at high speed to deliver on time.

**Squeezing producers’ margins**

While producers have faced rising costs of higher product and quality standards, the real prices paid to producers for many products have been stagnant or falling. Real export prices paid for South African apples have fallen 33 per cent since 1994.

Florida tomato growers have seen the real price paid for their tomatoes fall by 25 per cent since 1992 – unsurprising, given the growing consolidation among those producers and given the increasing competition with Mexican imports, but US supermarkets have raised the real price to consumers by 46 per cent at the same time.

Supermarkets usually offer a marginally better price than wholesale markets – but they have other ways of clawing back costs. ‘Buyers are using fresh produce as a stepping stone to something bigger,’ claimed one South African apple farmer. ‘There’s pressure to build markets and wring out greater margins. The buyers are there to build a reputation for themselves: it is the growth in market share.’

Typically managing a product category for 12–18 months, produce buyers have to prove themselves fast and are judged, rewarded, and promoted on the overall profit they make – both by widening profit margins and by imposing an array of fees and charges.

Fees and charges are big business for supermarket buyers. A UK government enquiry into supermarkets in 2000 found that at least one third of their UK-based suppliers had faced the following demands: to make a profit contribution to boost the supermarket’s own earnings; and pay for product promotions.

The government introduced a code of practice in 2002, regulating the relations between supermarkets and their suppliers, which is binding on the top five. But ... make a difference to supermarket practices, and remain reluctant to bring complaints forward for fear of being de-listed.

**Commanding control**

Product standards, such as those set by the European Union, can be highly specific, raising fertiliser costs and reducing yields. ‘Now they are telling us that the size of a Fuji apple is ideally 65mm, not 63mm,’ explained a South African apple farmer, ‘so when you are thinning you have to tell the workers to cut more deeply ... There is more skill involved, but it also takes longer and there is more labour.’ At the packhouse, individual supermarkets – especially in the UK – require the fruit to be packed using their own bags, crates, and sizes, increasing the complexity of the work. ‘The worst thing for us is the additional requirements that retailers give us,’ said a South African packhouse manager. ‘Now they want the fruit packed in a plastic tray, and that becomes expensive ... they want another kind of pallet, a chipboard pallet. Those things cost us.’

Exporting flowers is a sophisticated business in Colombia, but it is conducted on incredibly informal terms. ‘Years ago when I’d get an order by phone from the States, I’d say, first you send me the money, then I’ll send the flowers,’ explained one producer. ‘Today, I have to send the flowers first and they pay 60 days later ... If I ask for a letter of credit, the buyer just says, oh let’s not worry about that – there are plenty of others who will send me flowers without one.’

‘Years ago when I’d get an order by phone from the States, I’d say, first you send me the money, then I’ll send the flowers,’ explained one producer. ‘Today, I have to send the flowers first and they pay 60 days later ... If I ask for a letter of credit, the buyer just says, oh let’s not worry about that – there are plenty of others who will send me flowers without one.’

Farmers carry the risk of volatile prices too. The volume of fruit to be shipped to the supermarket is agreed in a programme, but often the price is not. Supermarkets fix the margins they want and leave suppliers and farmers to bear any price fluctuations. ‘The supermarkets are looking for a 30 per cent margin and say they want to sell grapes at 99 pence (US$1.70),’ explained one South African grape farmer. ‘So they tell the importer that he must underwrite the deal: if he can’t supply them with grapes at 66 pence (US$1.13) for the season, he must write them a cheque for the difference.’

Even though exporters and importers stand in the middle, they usually operate as agents on a commission, leaving the farmer with the price risk. A Chilean grape exporter explained, ‘I try to get the best profit for their fruit ... I deduct eight per cent for my fees, and I also deduct costs for materials and transport services – and what’s left is for them.’

That means farmers carry the cost if the fruit is rejected on arrival, if supermarket buyers find a cheaper source, or if the buyers run low-price promotions to capture market share from other supermarkets. ‘I talked to my financial manager the other day,’ said one apple farmer in South Africa, ‘and he said, “When you deliver your fruit, who do you invoice?” I said no one and that I wait for the price to be told to me. He said, “You’re not farming, you’re gambling.”’

**Prices are negotiated with my hands tied behind my back, with a blindfold. They really screw you to the floor.’**

South African wine producer selling to UK supermarkets
People visit the farm, but it is a waste of time,’ said a South African wine grape farmer. ‘No goals were set, there was no checking to see whether we were complying with the ETI’s requirements.’

According to another, ‘The most intensive social audit was done by the Co-op – their auditors came here for four days. But the others have mostly just been questionnaires.’

Furthermore, only 13 per cent of farm workers in South Africa recently surveyed had ever heard of codes of conduct, and just three per cent of them knew that codes related to workers’ rights.

It is a lost opportunity for turning good codes into a tool to empower workers.

End the double standards!

Five purchasing practices which undermine labour standards in fresh-produce supply chains:

• placing same-day orders – common for airfreighted produce – that create erratic and unplanned overtime for women working in packhouses;
• demanding complex packaging and labelling requirements without reflecting the additional cost to producers in the price paid;
• using online auctions that put suppliers in tough competition on price, but without ensuring that ethical criteria are also met;
• breaking agreed orders at the last minute, forcing producers to turn to wholesale markets;
• using price-cutting promotions to hit the supermarkets’ sales targets, but leaving farmers to bear the cost of lower prices.

Tesco, the UK’s biggest and most profitable supermarket, promises customers that no one sells for less. But, as shown overleaf, Oxfam and partners’ research in South Africa revealed that the purchasing practices used by Tesco – as well as by other supermarkets – are exacerbating the risks faced by farmers, leading to precarious jobs for the workers they employ.

Setting standards? Technically strong, ethically weak

Codes of conduct are widely used in the fresh-produce industry. But they are heavily focused on technical, not ethical standards, aiming to ensure healthy and safe food for consumers, but not decent and secure jobs for workers.

European retailers, including Ahold, Migros, Metro, Tesco, and Asda, and their suppliers have jointly created EUREPGAP, a rigorous technical and environmental code for farmers to follow. ‘Major’ requirements include: product traceability to the farm level, the use of approved fertilisers, keeping detailed records of pesticide use, providing evidence of residue testing, and ensuring pest control in packhouses. Worker welfare has been left off the agenda, mentioned in just one line as a ‘minor’ requirement to comply with national labour laws.

Taco Bell, owned by Yum Brands, has also set standards to be met by its producers – but only on animal welfare. ‘Taco Bell has a policy that it will not buy food from contractors that mistreat animals,’ said Lucas Benitez, a leader of the Coalition for Immokalee Workers, representing Florida tomato pickers. ‘All we are asking is that they have the same policy for humans.’

In Colombia, private inspectors visit the flower farms on behalf of the European companies that own the patents on the plant varieties grown, to check they are not being infringed. In contrast, the Colombian government has several times proposed to reduce the number and capacity of labour inspectors responsible for ensuring that workers’ rights are not violated. Under pressure from NGOs and consumers, the flower exporters’ association, Asocolflores, created its own code covering employment and environmental standards in 1996, but it falls short of recognising workers’ rights to join trade unions and bargain collectively.

Even codes focused on labour standards are not reaching those most needing their protection. An advanced initiative operates in the UK, where many supermarkets have adopted the Ethical Trading Initiative’s model code. But some inspections only cover packhouses, and do not reach farm workers. It is in striking contrast to standards on farm-level traceability. ‘If someone bought a slice of ham at a supermarket, took it home and became sick,’ explained one Chilean fruit exporter, ‘the supermarkets would want to know what pig the ham came from, almost what the pig’s name was ... That is what traceability means.’

In contrast, however, supermarkets often claim that their supply chains are too complicated to find and inspect all the farms. And when farm inspections have taken place, too many are conducted quickly by using checklists, with no involvement of workers and inadequate attention to women’s and temporary workers’ concerns.
Tesco

Tesco is the UK’s biggest and most profitable supermarket and is rapidly expanding overseas. But research by Oxfam and partners in South Africa reveals how Tesco leads many of the costs and risks of its fresh-produce business onto farmers, who are passing them on to workers – especially women – in the form of precarious employment.

Running promotions to capture market share – but making the farmer pay

They also change the prices – £1.49 [US$ 2.55] is the price, then suddenly they put it on sale and make it 99p [US$1.70]. Then they sell it in bulk. The technical codes of conduct do not cost us half as much as these things do. 46 apple farmer

Stripping out costs – and taking the savings

Tesco saved £200m (US$ 343m) in 2001/02 by cutting low-value-adding steps out of its supply chains. The company increasingly requires ‘open book costing’ – financial transparency – from suppliers. 49

‘They look at the cost chain and we have to declare all our costs and then they say “we don’t need this cost” and it is cut. They heighten the risk but the sting in the tail is that they take 80 per cent or the entire amount of savings, with only a small proportion to the producers… If you mention their margins, you run the risk of losing your foothold with them.’ 50 packhouse manager

Charging fees to raise retail prices – e.g. from US$ 5.49 to US$5.99

‘With the retailers it is really difficult. Just for them to take your wine from one level to another you have to give them £100,000 [US$170,000]. That bracket value can be as little as 50 pence [US 86 cents]. Tesco are like that – we basically have to subsidise our wine for them to sell it.’ 51 wine producer

Focus on technical, not ethical, standards

Farms are under pressure to meet the company’s technical standards, but they report little pressure or reward for meeting ethical standards.

‘Tesco never asked us about what we pay our labour or what our cottages [workers’ housing] look like. That is up to our own conscience in terms of how we treat our labour.’ 52

We have met all the technical and social standards in Tesco’s code but instead of buying more of our fruit, they still go to other farms around here that have not. And then they ask why we are supplying their competitors. What do they expect us to do?’ 53 table-grape grower

Impacts on the farms’ women workers

Growing use of temporary and contract labour

‘There is less permanent labour, and fewer perks and lower increases for those that remain. This is a result of over-production and the suppression of prices by retailers,’ said one apple farmer. Joanna, 40, has been a permanent worker on such a farm for 18 years and fears for the future. ‘Many of the farmers are retrenching their permanent workers because they say they cannot afford it any more … Where must we go?’

Seasonal workers pay for social costs and risks

Women hired on seasonal contracts work 8 to 11 months of the year, year after year. ‘We have asked for protective clothing but ... they say it is too expensive for the farm and we should pay for the clothes.’

Company information

Tesco had 26 per cent of the UK grocery market in 2003. The company sources products through suppliers in more than 100 countries and sells through 2,300 stores in 11 countries, including 83 hypermarkets in central Europe, 42 in Thailand, and 21 in South Korea. International sales in 2002-03 were US$ 4bn, and pre-tax profits were US$ 2.4bn. 48 Shareholders are reaping the rewards.

Tesco is the UK’s biggest and most profitable supermarket and is rapidly expanding overseas.
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Outsourcing helps firms to optimise the use of human resources, ‘he said, ‘given that it “eliminates deadweight” such as redundant payments due to work delays, or suspension of work due to weather conditions, and payments other than straight compensation.’ Some contractors operate legally and are registered; many are not. In parts of Chile, contractors are recruiting migrant women workers from Peru instead of local people. ‘With the sub-contractors there isn’t work,’ said 35-year old Ximena, who has been picking grapes for three months a year since she was 17. ‘They bring in people from outside, because they can cheat those people.’

In South Africa’s deciduous fruit sector, stronger labour legislation, combined with pressure from retailers, is leading farmers to cut back permanent jobs and hire temporary and contract labour instead. All deciduous fruit farmers and more than half of wine grape farmers interviewed in a 2001 study were using contractors for some of their hiring needs. ‘Bad market conditions resulted in layoffs, restructuring of the labour force and a move towards contract labour,’ explained one apple farmer, who has halved his long-term workforce in the last five years and replaced them with contract workers. ‘What has happened with labour is that you can cut them out at short notice if the business profitability decreases.’

The impacts on families can be severe. A study in 2003 found that more than one third of households in a fruit producing area reported the loss of a permanent job in the last five years, and one quarter of households were entirely dependent on earnings from seasonal or temporary labour.

The shift from on-farm to off-farm labour brings health risks: the HIV infection rate among on-farm households in 2002 was eight percent, but workers are being moved off into settlements where the rate was 21 percent.

In the UK, a government investigation in 2003 revealed contractors illegally charging Chinese, Ukrainian, and Portuguese workers through suppliers who have little opportunity or incentive to check the legality of labour which helps meet these orders.

‘Margins are so tight, we’ve got to survive and thus cut and restructure labour. You can’t turn a packhouse on and off, you can’t turn tractors on and off, you can’t turn trees on and off, but you can turn people on and off.’

Andrew Miller/Oxfam

Farm managers: passing it on to workers

Some farmers and growers have shown that respecting workers’ rights and motivating them with training, equal opportunities, and secure jobs can increase quality and farm productivity – and they succeed in doing business this way. But commercial pressures from supermarkets and other industry buyers lead many to alternative strategies, especially when governments encourage it through weak implementation of the law. Under pressure on every issue but the way they treat their workers, far too many farmers and growers – in both rich and poor countries – hire women and migrants on insecure contracts, demand long hours on low pay, and intimidate workers out of speaking up.

Hiring women and migrants on insecure contracts

In flower and vegetable greenhouses – such as in Ecuador, Guatemala, Kenya, Mexico, and Zimbabwe – women are the majority of workers but are often hired repeatedly on short-term contracts. In sectors driven by seasons, such as fruit production, women are typically brought in for the seasonal jobs. In Chile, women’s employment in the fruit sector quadrupled between 1982 and 1992, but they are heavily concentrated in temporary jobs and in 2001 one in two women workers had no written contract. In rich countries, too, women and migrant workers fill the most precarious agricultural jobs. Fraser Valley, in Canada’s province of British Columbia, is famous for its fruit farms but not for protecting its farmworkers, who are excluded from important labour laws in that province. Eighty per cent of the valley’s fruit pickers are Punjabi, three-quarters of them women, mostly recent immigrants. Hired by contractors – usually Punjabi men – they work long hours on low piece-rates and are cheated out of overtime pay. Likewise, Holland’s flower industry – the biggest in the world – employs around 50,000 workers, two-thirds of them on temporary contracts, including significant numbers of illegal immigrants who have little power to claim their rights.

Migrants now account for over half of all US farmworkers; three out of four of them are Mexican immigrants, often illegal, mostly young, single, and male. The law allows some in as temporary ‘guest workers’ but offers them little protection on arrival. Florida is one of the biggest users of agricultural labour and, like most other states, fails to cover farmworkers for the basic protections denied to them under federal law. In the past six years there have been five federal prosecutions for slavery in Florida’s agricultural sector against contractors who force illegal immigrants to work in the fields under threat of violence. Labour contractors, or gangmasters, are increasingly common. The cost savings to farmers hiring through them were explained by one contractor in Chile:

‘Permanent workers are better off because they get to work until such time as they have to give birth and they come back to work,’ said one migrant woman worker in South Africa, ‘whereas temporary workers are sent straight back home and get replaced by someone else.’
Temporary workers frequently cannot make enough payroll contributions to qualify for benefits. In Chile, the government addressed the problem in health-service access in 2002 by introducing a scheme for temporary workers, requiring only 60 days’ worth of payroll contributions in return for year-round access to basic healthcare. But the social security system still requires 20 years of full-time contributions to qualify for a pension. Temporary fruit workers, hired for just four months a year, cannot afford to contribute out of season. At 47, Rosa has been picking grapes during the harvest for 20 years, paying for food and the needs of her three children. ‘It is impossible,’ she said. ‘With so many children those gaps remain. I would need to have some money every month and I don’t.’ She would effectively have to work like this for 60 years to qualify.

Productivity, pressure, and pay

Farmworkers’ wages cannot feed a family. In Colombia, women working in the flower sector are generally paid the minimum wage – but it covers only 45 per cent of a family’s basic needs. In 2003 the South African government introduced a minimum daily wage for agricultural workers for the first time, after campaigning by unions and NGOs – extending basic wage protection to some of the most vulnerable workers, including contract workers and migrants. But, according to campaigners, the minimum is still set according to what the industry will pay, not what workers need. In the USA, piece-rates for tomato pickers have barely risen in 20 years; as a result of inflation, workers today are effectively paid 30 per cent less than they were in 1980. There are gender gaps too: in Chile, women picking fruit commonly earn only three-quarters of men’s wages for the same work. Now 55, Maria has been questioning this gap for almost 30 years of picking grapes, and she has asked for answers: ‘There are many bosses who say “You can’t earn more because you are a woman. What do you want more money for? It’s the man who has to earn more”’, she said.

Low piece-rates exert huge pressure on workers to earn enough. According to 46-year-old Ana, packing fruit in Chile, ‘It depends on how fast you can work, you hurry as much as possible and run and try not to lose even a minute to earn more. We work against the clock – it’s up to you how much salary you get. If you are slow, you’d better not work in a packing plant.’ Some workers reported their employers fixing the books and adjusting piece-rates earned to meet only minimum wage levels. ‘You’re told you will earn so much per box,’ explained Ana, ‘so you head off to work on that farm very satisfied, but once you are there, they don’t pay you what you ought to get.’ In Colombia, flower workers’ production targets have been dramatically increased – from 24 flowerbeds in the 1980s to 42 beds today – but for the same pay.

Long hours bring costs for many families. Luisa, a tomato picker in Florida, works on piece-rates for seven days a week, 11 hours a day at the height of the picking season: she should qualify for 486 hours of overtime pay a month, but US federal and state laws exclude farmworkers from that right. Workers like Luisa fear that their long hours away from home undermine their children’s education. School enrolment rates for farmworkers’ children are the lowest of all groups in the USA, with a high-school drop-out rate of 45 per cent. Unsurprisingly, some of those children end up working alongside their parents: six per cent of the agricultural crop workers are 14–17 year-olds.

Overtime is often far from voluntary: the requirements to meet shipping deadlines or same-day orders for just-in-time delivery frequently lead to compulsory late nights at short notice. Colombian flower workers can face up to six hours of overtime a day – despite a legal limit of two – especially in the peak seasons of Valentine’s Day and Mother’s Day. Now they will be paid less for it: the 2002 labour reform act shifted the start of overtime from 6pm to 10pm, effectively cutting women’s pay for long days.

In fruit packhouses, complex packing and labelling requirements for different supermarkets slow down work. Combined with strict shipping deadlines, it can lead to up to eight hours of obligatory overtime a day, but paid at normal rates. ‘We are often told on the same day that we have to work overtime that evening. It is then our responsibility to make arrangements with the [transport] services we use,’ explained one woman worker. ‘We have to pay for the phone call … Women who have children have to make special arrangements … We are not given adequate warning to come to work prepared.’

Undermining unions, intimidating workers

Low rates of union membership undermine workers’ attempts to call for better conditions. Some producers are determined to keep it that way. In Chile, workers fear being blacklisted by contractors if they speak out. Violeta, 47, is a member of a women farmworkers’ union. ‘If you make a claim,’ she said, ‘you’ll be fired by the contractor and he will pass the word to another contractor and will tell him “Listen, that old woman is a trouble maker”. Then they’ll tip each other off and you will not be hired.’ Among Colombia’s flower workers, 41 per cent of those interviewed believed they would be fired for joining a union, and 47 per cent did not want to discuss the issue. Not surprising: Colombia is the most dangerous place in the world to be a trade union activist, with 189 death threats and 184 killings of trade unionists in 2002 alone. Since 1993, the government of South Africa has been strengthening all agricultural workers’ rights in law – but the reforms implicitly assume a ‘big business, big union’ industrial structure. Only six per cent of farmworkers are members of unions: many long-term workers are paid in kind with on-farm housing and basic services, making independent organising difficult. And with few labour inspectors to ensure enforcement in this fragmented sector, farmworkers may still not get adequate protection in practice.

‘Once, we started at ten in the morning and finished at six in the morning the next day … since it is so far away and since there is no transportation, you cannot say. “This is it, I’m going home.”’

Maria, 47, sub-contracted to pick grapes for Dole in Chile

‘As women and as workers, we have to fight for our rights and against violence both in the fields and in our homes.’

Julia Gabriel of the Coalition of Immokalee Workers, Florida tomato pickers

Colombian flower worker

‘Our company gets a higher price for flowers around Valentine’s Day and Mother’s Day. They should give us a bonus too, because their profits are thanks to our hard work.’

‘You're told you will earn so much per box, ‘ she said, ‘you'll be fired by the contractor and he will pass the word to another contractor and will tell him “Listen, that old woman is a trouble maker”. Then they’ll tip each other off and you will not be hired.’
Kenyan women and men walk to the garment factories because monthly bus fares would cost around 25 per cent of their wages. A network of local NGOs and unions is supporting workers like these by campaigning for their rights to living wages, paid maternity leave, and the freedom to join trade unions without intimidation.

Making trade work for women as workers

Ami Vitale/OXFAM
5 Making trade work for women as workers

Trade can work for women workers, their families, and communities. A job in a garment factory or on a fruit farm could be the job that provides a woman with the income, security, and support that she needs to become empowered in her household and community and to ensure a better future for her children. What is needed to make it happen? Three priorities:

Empowering workers to defend their rights and interests
Workers’ rights will never be realised unless workers are empowered to defend them. They are the only people who know the day-to-day realities of their jobs. They are the best people to negotiate what would be a fair wage and a decent limit on overtime in their industry and country. And their involvement is central to making both legal and voluntary mechanisms to enable workers’ rights to function effectively. That is why respect for the right to association, to join trade unions, and to bargain collectively is central.

Ensuring voluntary initiatives strengthen respect for international labour standards
Many international human rights and labour conventions are obligatory for all countries – and the best means of complying with them is legislative protection. Voluntary mechanisms must strengthen, rather than substitute for these. Retailers’ and brand companies’ initiatives – such as codes of conduct – can be helpful tools only if they are based on international labour standards, if they involve and empower workers in claiming their rights, and if they lead companies to address the impact of their own purchasing practices on labour standards in the supply chain.

Sharing the costs of caring work
Women have too long been made to pay for the social costs of ‘flexible’ labour markets at the expense of their own health, gender equality, and their families’ future prospects. Missing from official statistics, these costs are effectively a hidden subsidy to the retailers and brands in whose supply chains women work. For governments, flexibility may bring a short-term competitive advantage, but it could also create a long-term liability for human development and gender equality. Policies and practices are urgently needed which promote a more equitable distribution of the costs of caring work among women and men, employers and the State.

Recommendations
No single company or government can make the changes needed to ensure that poor people, and especially women, benefit from jobs in global supply chains. But together the initiatives of companies, governments, international institutions, consumers, and investors can make all the difference. Oxfam and partners call on them to take urgent action so that women’s precarious jobs turn into empowering jobs.

Companies in the supply chain: retail and brand sourcing companies
Until companies recognise that their own sourcing and purchasing practices are one of the root causes of poor labour standards, they will not resolve the problems in their supply chains. The best codes of conduct explicitly recognise the need for sourcing companies to address their own purchasing practices in order to ensure that labour standards are respected. The Fair Wear Foundation specifies that ‘The buying/outsourcing policy of the member company must explicitly take into account that the terms of trade offered to suppliers will not impede the supplier’s implementation of the Fair Wear Labour Standards.’ Likewise the Ethical Trading Initiative requires that ‘The code and the implementation process is integrated into the core business relationships and culture ... Negotiations with suppliers shall take into account the costs of observing the code.’ Some companies have started tackling the problem, showing that it is possible to make a difference. It is up to each company to find ways to:

- promote workers’ empowerment throughout the supply chain
- make respect for workers’ rights integral to the company’s vision
- integrate that commitment into purchasing practices.

Promote workers’ empowerment throughout the supply chain
- Adopt a clear commitment, at the highest level of corporate management, to respect international labour standards throughout the supply chain.
- Conduct workplace inspections in conjunction with workers, trade unions, and credible local organisations. Ensure that inspections address any restrictions on trade unions; access to paid maternity leave, sick leave, and annual leave; employment terms for workers on temporary contracts, home workers, and sub-contracting; overtime payments, piece-rates, and performance targets.
- Engage in constructive dialogue with global union federations and establish ongoing dialogue about the rights of workers in the company’s supply chains worldwide.


**Make respect for workers’ rights integral to the company’s vision**

- Ensure in-house expertise on ethical issues, and make those staff equal in corporate hierarchy to buyers. Addressing purchasing practices should be a central part of their mandate.
- Ensure that buyers’ and managers’ incentives and performance assessments are structured to reward, rather than undermine, ethical purchasing. And train buyers to be aware of the possible impacts of their negotiations on labour standards.
- Make a commitment to adopt a mechanism to communicate the place and method of production, and to being transparent about business operations to consumers and shareholders.

**Integrate that commitment into purchasing practices in the four following areas:**

1. **Making labour standards a key sourcing criterion**
   - Make ‘good or improving labour standards’ a criterion equal in importance to quality and delivery in selecting and assessing producers.
   - Give approved producers – with good or improving labour standards – the status of being preferred suppliers.
   - Work towards buying only from approved producers, and support them in the approval process.

2. **Setting adequate delivery lead times**
   - Ensure that internal procedures for placing orders do not create excessive or unagreed time pressures for producers.
   - Share order-scheduling information with producers to enable them to plan better.
   - Repay the costs incurred by producers due to significant delays and changes made by the company in the process of placing orders.

3. **Negotiating fair prices**
   - Ensure that pricing is compatible with the producer meeting international labour standards, including:
     - where the risk of price fluctuations is carried by the producer, pay a price that reflects that additional risk;
     - ensure that price negotiation methods do not undermine the feasibility of the producer complying with those standards.

4. **Working with producers**
   - Build stable long-term relationships with producers, so they have the incentive to invest in improving labour standards – and if meeting those standards requires higher prices, continue to source from that producer.
   - Support producers where necessary in building their managerial capacity, and ensure that workers benefit from any productivity improvements.
   - Give producers opportunities to provide feedback on the pressures that they face without jeopardising their contractual relationship.

**Companies in the supply chain: producers and suppliers**

Better farm and factory management is often the most immediate step towards better employment and working conditions. Owners and managers must:

- Commit themselves to providing terms of employment and working conditions that comply with international labour standards and national laws, whichever provides workers with higher protection.
- Ensure especially that women workers’ interests are protected by:
  - promoting equal opportunities in the workplace and ensuring that workers have access to childcare facilities, lighter duties for women during pregnancy, and breast-feeding breaks for mothers;
  - transferring workers repeatedly hired on short-term contracts onto long-term contracts so that they receive their rightful benefits;
  - extending employment benefits to all categories of workers, especially paid maternity leave, annual leave, and sick leave, in proportion to their time worked.
Good initiatives in sourcing and purchasing practices

Some companies have recognised and started to tackle some of the problems created by their purchasing practices. On a wider scale, the following initiatives could help bring significant improvements in employment and working conditions:

Reviewing ordering processes: the Swedish fashion retailer, H&M, is reviewing its own ordering practices after several months of excessive overtime in two suppliers’ factories in China and Turkey. ‘There are so many people involved here at H&M – technicians, quality control, merchandisers, and compliance – that no one in our company has the full picture of how the orders went from beginning to end,’ said Ingrid Schullstrom, Manager of Corporate Social Responsibility. ‘So we are reviewing what happened during those months – were there late approvals or fabric delays or quality problems? Were we part of the problem here? We need to understand the full picture and then work intensively and with our suppliers towards a sustainable solution.’

Working with global unions: in 2001, the banana company, Chiquita, signed an international framework agreement with the International Union Federation (IUF) for food and agriculture. The agreement creates a forum for addressing workers’ rights violations arising in the company’s worldwide operations and supply chains. ‘Multinational companies make strategic decisions at the global level, but must refuse to accept global responsibility for industrial relations,’ said Peter Rosman, Communications Director at the IUF. ‘That is why agreements like this one are a valuable tool for bringing industrial relations into the new environment of globalisation.’

Supply chain transparency: in 2002, more than 20 major clothing retailers in Australia, including the Cole Myers Group (with Target and Kmart) and David Jones, signed up to a code for ethical retailers, and now provide the Australian clothing and footwear union, TCFUA, with details of their in-country suppliers, prices paid, and turn-around times demanded. Linking this to information from suppliers and producers who have likewise signed up to codes, the union now has detailed and current data on these supply chains. Although the agreement covers only clothing made in Australia, it is an important precedent for greater transparency on purchasing practices.

By building long-term relationships with producers and paying for the social audits, the company is moving towards buying only from approved producers. ‘Five years ago, around 60 per cent of our suppliers were approved – today it is almost 90 per cent,’ said Michael Pennant-Jones, Ethical Sourcing Manager. ‘And getting on our approved supplier list acts as a carrot for producers to raise their labour standards.’

National governments

Protect the rights of workers by ensuring that labour legislation consistent with international labour standards is enacted, implemented, and enforced. In order, especially, to ensure that women’s jobs in global supply chains are empowering, not precarious:

- Ensure that all workers can, in practice, join trade unions and bargain collectively without fear or reprisal.
- Extend labour-law protections and benefits to cover all categories of workers so that, for example, temporary and homeworking contracts are not misused to avoid paying benefits.
- Strengthen laws and policies concerning sexual harassment, health and safety at work, and maternity and childcare provision to reflect women workers’ specific needs.
- Strengthen labour inspectorates and worker complaint mechanisms so that they are more responsive to the challenges facing women workers.
- Ensure that domestically registered companies, including mid-chain suppliers, conduct their international business operations in ways that respect workers’ rights in law.

The ILO and the WTO

- Member governments should increase their funding and support to the ILO, in order to strengthen its supervisory and capacity-building role in supporting national efforts to comply with ILO conventions.
- The WTO must acknowledge that trade rules do not have primacy over international human rights and labour conventions, and that legitimate ILO-endorsed trade sanctions – such as in the case of Burma – cannot be challenged as an unacceptable barrier to trade under WTO rules.
- Coordination between the ILO and WTO should be formally strengthened to address the relationship between trade rules and workers’ rights and livelihoods.
- The WTO’s Trade Policy Reviews should include reports, produced by the ILO, on the impact of trade rules and practices on employment standards, and in particular on women workers. In the mean time, Oxfam welcomes the initiative of the ICGTU in submitting reports on these issues.
The World Bank, IMF, and Regional Development Banks

- Actively support and promote respect for internationally agreed core labour standards as a means to poverty reduction, not only at headquarters but also in country-level operations, and through all lending programmes.
- Take full account of the gender, social, and economic impacts of advice and conditions given regarding labour reforms, and consult with the ILO to ensure that loan conditions do not undermine labour rights or gender equity.
- Support strengthening the capacity of government ministries and agencies that are responsible for ensuring those laws are enforced.
- Call on international and local business communities to take responsibility for the impacts on workers of the way that they do business through their supply chains.

Institutional investors

The socially responsible investment (SRI) movement is growing rapidly, and is screening or engaging with publicly listed companies on ethical concerns, including labour standards in the supply chain. SRI in the USA has more than doubled since 1995, with total funds exceeding US$2 trillion by 2003. In Canada, SRI funds passed US$2bn in 2002, and in 2003 Europe’s SRI market was worth US$150bn. In Australia and Japan too, SRI funds were worth US$4bn and US$10bn respectively. Labour standards were one of the first issues tackled and are still high on the agenda. But most SRI firms still benchmark companies only in terms of having a good code of conduct and making efforts to monitor producers’ compliance with it. They can now play a leading role in taking the labour standards agenda forward by:

- strengthening the benchmarking criteria used to include evidence of credible and identifiable steps by retailers and brands to address any harmful impacts of their purchasing practices;
- engaging with those companies on the initiatives that they are taking and the outcomes achieved for workers in their supply chains.

Consumers

The ethical consumer movement began with fair trade: in the late 1990s, worldwide fair-trade sales reached US$400m for around 100 products. Now the movement has gone a step further, pushing for ethical standards in all supply chains. For retailers and brands, the consumer is king – and consumers can use that status to:

- Buy fair trade products, to send a loud signal to retailers that consumers care and are willing to pay for decent labour standards.
- Demand that retailer and brand companies adopt a clear commitment to implement international labour standards in all their supply chains, as outlined in model codes, and ensure adequate monitoring and independent verification.
- Demand that companies ensure that their purchasing practices do not undermine those commitments.
- Demand that companies are transparent about where and how their products are made, about their policies and practices, and about the impacts of these upon employment terms and working conditions in their supply chains.
Morocco

CDG is a human rights organisation managing a centre for supporting women workers in Fes. La Chabaka is a network of more than 55 NGOs in the north of Morocco, supporting women workers in Tangier. The AMDF and the LDOF are two women’s rights organisations interested in labour rights for women as part of their fight for a human rights conception of women’s rights.

Sri Lanka

The Sri Lanka Labour Rights Core Group currently consists of three trade unions: Free Trade Zone Workers’ Union, Progress Union, and Eksath Kamkaru Sangamaya; five labour NGOs: Kalaape Api, Women’s Center, Dabindu Collective, Young Christian Workers, and Shramshini Kendraya; with the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung and the American Solidarity Center as observers. Together they are running a campaign on the burning issues faced by women workers in the garment industry threatened by the phasing out of the Multi-Fibre Arrangement.

South Africa

Women on Farms Project (WFP) organises women workers and their families in the wine and deciduous fruit sectors of the Western Cape, building organisation and developing the capacity of women to campaign for better working and living conditions, especially for women seasonal agricultural workers.

Thailand

The Thai Labour Working Group brings together labour organisations committed to promoting workers’ rights. It includes the Thai Labour Campaign, HomeNet Thailand, Lawyers Council of Thailand, The Center for Labour Information Service and Training, Women Workers in Unity Group, Thai Labour Solidarity Committee, Anom Pongpangan Foundation, Textile, Garment, and Leather Workers’ Federation of Thailand, Labour Coordinating Centre, American Centre for International Labour Solidarity (ACILS), and the Committee for Asian Women.

UK

The National Group on Homeworking is the only national Ngo working solely for the benefit of UK homeworkers. NGH is a membership organisation that counts homeworkers, local homeworking projects, trade unions, local authorities, and policy makers among its membership.

USA

The Farm Labor Organizing Committee (FLOC) seeks to improve working conditions for migrant farmworkers. FLOC is pressuring Mt. Olive Pickle to increase the price it pays to workers in the USA, Sri Lanka, and India. The Coalition of Immokalee Workers seeks to improve labour conditions for farmworkers in Florida. CIW is pressuring Taco Bell to pay workers a penny more per pound of tomatoes picked.

Appendix

Oxfam and partners

Oxfam works with more than 60 partner organisations across the world to address issues of labour rights. Research for this report was conducted in 12 countries, in which the following organisations are among Oxfam’s partners:

Bangladesh

The Make Trade Fair Alliance consists of 12 organisations working together to fight unfair global trade rules and their consequences in Bangladesh. The Alliance focuses on protecting the livelihoods of garment workers, and among them INCIDIN Bangladesh, Karmoiji Nari, and Garments Sramic Okkya Parishad are directly involved with women workers.

Chile

Oxfam’s partners addressing women workers’ rights include Hexagrama, engaged in research and policy; CEM, conducting research and advocacy; ANAMURI, organising and representing rural and indigenous women; La Morada, focused on social, economic, and cultural rights; CEDEM, researching the agro-export sector; and Mujer y Trabajo, raising awareness of social security issues for seasonal workers.

China

Research in Hong Kong and in Guangdong, China, was conducted by the Institute of Contemporary Observation, Chinese Working Women’s Network, Hong Kong Women Workers’ Association, and the Clothing, Clerical and Retail Employees’ General Union, CCRGU. All four organisations provide legal services, conduct training in workers’ rights and public education, and do research on issues related to women workers, including garment workers.

Colombia

Corporación Cactus is an NGO focused on social, environmental, and work-related impacts of the cut-flower export industry. Its activities include research, legal consultancy, and awareness raising campaigns supporting flower workers and other residents of flower-producing municipalities.

Honduras

The Coalition for Labour Rights in Honduras brings together organisations seeking alternative ways to promote the rights of women working in the garment sector. They include CODEMUH, CDM, and ERIC supporting, organising, and educating women workers; CJP, which provides legal advice; and workers’ trade unions such as CGT and CUTH.

Kenya

The Kenya Human Rights Commission is a non-government membership organisation founded in 1992 with a mission to promote, protect, and enhance the enjoyment of all human rights in Kenya. KHRC does this through education and outreach, monitoring and documenting violations, and advocacy work.

Sri Lanka

The Sri Lanka Labour Rights Core Group currently consists of three trade unions: Free Trade Zone Workers’ Union, Progress Union, and Eksath Kamkaru Sangamaya; five labour NGOs: Kalaape Api, Women’s Center, Dabindu Collective, Young Christian Workers, and Shramshini Kendraya; with the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung and the American Solidarity Center as observers. Together they are running a campaign on the burning issues faced by women workers in the garment industry threatened by the phasing out of the Multi-Fibre Arrangement.

Thailand

The Thai Labour Working Group brings together labour organisations committed to promoting workers’ rights. It includes the Thai Labour Campaign, HomeNet Thailand, Lawyers Council of Thailand, The Center for Labour Information Service and Training, Women Workers in Unity Group, Thai Labour Solidarity Committee, Anom Pongpangan Foundation, Textile, Garment, and Leather Workers’ Federation of Thailand, Labour Coordinating Centre, American Centre for International Labour Solidarity (ACILS), and the Committee for Asian Women.

UK

The National Group on Homeworking is the only national NGO working solely for the benefit of UK homeworkers. NGH is a membership organisation that counts homeworkers, local homeworking projects, trade unions, local authorities, and policy makers among its membership.

USA

The Farm Labor Organizing Committee (FLOC) seeks to improve working conditions for migrant farmworkers. FLOC is pressuring Mt. Olive Pickle to increase the price it pays to workers in the USA, Sri Lanka, and India. The Coalition of Immokalee Workers seeks to improve labour conditions for farmworkers in Florida. CIW is pressuring Taco Bell to pay workers a penny more per pound of tomatoes picked.
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Acronyms

AGOA Africa Growth and Opportunity Act

COFESA Confederation of Employers of South Africa

EPZ export processing zone

ETI Ethical Trading Initiative

EU European Union

FAO Food and Agriculture Organization

ICFTU International Confederation of Free Trade Unions

ILO International Labour Organization

IMF International Monetary Fund

IUF International Union of Food, Agricultural, Hotel, Restaurant, Catering, Tobacco and Allied Workers’ Associations

MFA Multi-Fibre Arrangement, or Multi-Fibre Agreement

NAFTA North American Free Trade Agreement

NGO non-government organisation

TFCUA Textile, Clothing, and Footwear Union of Australia

TNC transnational company

WTO World Trade Organization
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